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1PRELIMINARY REMARKS
.
England's traders believed by 1870, that her new
customers in the Par East were worth next to nothing. Until the
China-Japane3e war of 1894 all the United States consular reports
from Japan were directed toward the problem "How to open up the
Japanese markets for the United States manufactures." By 1900, or
just preceding the Russo-Japanese war, the West began to gaze,
through dim light and in suspicion of their own eye sight, at the
smallest specif of sign of a new industrial and commercial power
rising on the far Eastern horison. To day the nations of the
world begin to admit the possibility of a great industrial and
commercial future for Japan, and some what in disdain, recognize
Japan as their new rival in Eastern markets and those of on the
Pacific Ocean.
Upon this subject, in the last twenty years .upwards of
200 articles have been printed in popular and scientific English
periodicals, and many books have been written,but few give us
unbiased up-to-date scientific information.
The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to bring out
the industrial and commercial development of Japan since 1868,
with special emphasis on the decade after the conclusion of peace
between Russia and Japan in 1905.

2CHAPTER I
.
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OP COMMERCIAL JAPAN.
Section 1.
Japan's Early Relation with Foreign Countries.
Although this thesis is mainly concerned with the
commerce of Japan since 1868, it is perhaps worth while to review
briefly the commercial activity of old Japan, in order to appreciate
"better the development and activity of the new era.
For the sake of convenience , we can divide the history
of Japanese commerce, somewhat arbitrarily , into three main periods.
The foreign trade of Japan between 157 B.C. and 1542
A.D.,was monopolized by the theocratical government; regulation of
markets as well as 1^he encouragement and promotion of foreign trade
1
was being exercised by the government. The Koreans and Chinese
were freely admitted and special entertainment was given to them,
though after the Mongolian invasion in 1281, the intimacy of the
relation was greatly eclipsed .because of Japanese fear for national
1
existence. It was also in the latter part of this period that
the free trade policy was adopted by the Japanese for the first
2
time. '
The second period opening with the discovery of Japan
1) Dyer,"Dai Nippon" page 219 ;-Kinoshita,"Past and Present of
Japanese Commerce" page 41-5R, 52, 34, 46. Nitobe, "Intercourse
between Japan and America" pages 3-4; Dyer" Dai Nippon" page 219
2) ^>MzS>&S^zM>z Kinoshita,"Past and Present of Japanese Commerce
page 36.

3by Europeans in 1542, runs to 1641. Thia was the golden period
of Japanese foreign trade in the olden times. All the world's
commercial nations paticipated in it. The land of Mikado wa3
left open to all out-siders ,by granting them the privilege of free
1
trade and due protection to life and property. Moreover , citizebs
of Japan travelled to all corners of then known world. They
settled in all parts of the Orient, for commercial purposes. The
government was eager to establish a merchant marine and trading
1
companies. Under such circumstances the prospect of developing
Japanese foreign trade was not questioned , but the sudden issue of
2
the proclamation to shut out all foreigners .gave a death blow to
the commercial activity of old Japan.
The third period is characterized by the close door
policy, which lasted from 1641 to the birth of new Japan in 1868.
The fear of foreign invasion, the exhausion of precious metals, the
fixing of prices and tariffs on imported goods ; the establishment
of the custom house, and the restriction of the annual amount of
importation stamped out the great expectations of Japan to build
3
up a commercial sea power in the East.
1) 8. G.Mishida," International Position of Japan as a Great Power"
pages83,97.; Murdoch and Yamagata,"A History of Japan" pages
470,479-85; Hakulyt , "Memorial of the Empire of Japon"page 153;
Kinoshita,"Past and Present of Japanese Commerce" pages 66-7,
Steichen "Christian Daymyo" page 255; Nitobe ," Intercourse
between Japan and America" pages 16.18,14; Morga , Philippine
Islands" page 341; Japanese Government ," Commerce and Industry
of Japan" page 77;
2) Perry, "Gist of Japan" page 157
3) Murdoch and Yamagata,"A History of Japan" page676; Kampfer,
History of Japan" page 221,227-34,250-3.; Kinoshita,"Past and
Present of Japanese Commerce" page 81; Japanese Government,
Commerce and Industry of JapanH page 78-80; Hakulyt , "Memorials of
Empire of Japan" page 31.

4Dutch traders, who were the only ones permitted to take part in
Japanese foreign trade "brought news of the industrial revolution
in England and her rising sea power, and thus must have inspired
the enterprising Nipponese , for many of them violated the laws in
their efforts to expand Japanese commerce.
to prove
Contary to common belief, no evidence can be found Athat
the nation had hermit propencities nor that the Japanese were anti-
Chriatian,or anti -Europe an . Nobnaga's praise of Father Proez,
Hideyoshi's promise of Christianization of Japan, and Iyeyasu's
liking of William Adams are examples affiong many that show evidence
of cosmopolitan spirit, in the far Eastern islands, as far back as
1
the sixteenth century.
However, with great regret, Japan had to order missionarie \
as well as merchants to withdraw from the island, when and only
2
when, the national welfare was endangered by their disorderly acts.
In truth, Japan was compelled to adopt the" close-door" policy for
the preservation and development of the national state,- a thing
which the Teutonic nations of Europe were at that time struggling
to secure against the opposition of the Catholic Empire. In other
words, the West used force to obtain independent national organi-
zation, while Japan sought, to preserve her soveraignty by the peace-
ful means of declaring her isolation.
1) Murdoch and Yamagata,"A History of Japan" page 154; 215. Steichen
"Christain Daymjco" page 254-5.
2) Okuma," Fifty years of Japan" page 173 vol. I

5But some might say that Japan's fear of Spanish invasion
was simply a sort of nightmare and laughf at the policy , accusing
Japan of adopting unnecessary measures. But if the Spanish
Armada had not been detroyed in the English channel, and if Phillip
II and his successor could have maintained their supreme power
over the world, Japan might have been a victim of Spain, as it was
the purpose of Pope Nicholas V and of the Christendom of the age
to " Attack and subjugate all the infidels, to reduce all their
1
inhabitants to slavery and to seize all their properties."
Japan, however , did not shut her door, simply because of
fear of Spanish invasion, but also because of the territorial greed
and imperialism of Christian nationa,the effect of which is to <5<-*
seen in the devastating religious wars between Catholic and Pro-
testant believers in the West. Iyeyasu,who declared the close
door policy , emphacized this fact by sajring that" religious rivalry
2
is detrimental to the welfare and tranquillity of a nation."
At any rate, the consensus of opinion among students of
the problem seems to be that the break in commercial relations
between Japan and Europe was against the cherished desire of the
Japanese nation. But the policy that they adopted was not to
harm any nations , unless it was from the soical and economic stand-
point; and let the sociologist decide if there is any reason why
one should be careless of his own welfare in order to keep up
1)Living Age 1900, "Old and New Japan"
2) Murd6ch and Yamagata,"A History of J apan" pages 298.

6social connection with his neighbors.
The shuting out policy of old Japan was maintained for
only two out of the twenty-six centuries of her history, and during
that seclusion, " the country enjoyed the blessing of peace and
contentedness . They did not care for any commerce or communicat-
ion with foreign nations: because such was the happy state of their
1
country that they could subsist without it."
1) Kampfer, "History of Japan" page
2) For further information for this section see the thesis"History
of Foreign trade of Japan to 1^68 A.D. ,by Kobtaro Inagaki,for
the degree of 'Bachelor of Arts' in Business Administration,
College of Literature and Arts .University of Illinois , 19 13
.

Section 2.
Transition from Old to New Japan
There was much talk in the West of conquering Japan, and
some rumors of Russian attempts to descend upon the islands of
1 ^
Nippon were heard in England. But to quote the admirable
2
summary of Professor Porter," it was fortunate for Japan that the
third quarter of the ninteenth century was marked by by unusual
unrest. The United States had drifted into a civil war that
absorbed all the attention of the administration; Europe had hard-
ly recovered frqia from the revolutionary disturbances of 1848
before she was torn by the series of struggles which led up to the
union of Italy and the Union of Germany; Russia, occupide1 in the
Crimea, could not display much enterprise on her Eastern frontier
Asia was a prey to agitation ;on the one side India was striving
to rid herself of her British masters, on the other the Tai-paigs
were rebelling against the government of China." In such a state
of universal unrest it was only for the sake of commerce that the
Western nations tried to open up trade with the Par East.
Although to conquer Japan was no t , therefore , the intent
of the Western Powers, but still they felt it necessary to put
pressures upon the nation, by show of force, lest the people would
refuse to open up the country for the out side world. The
policy thus adopted was effective and Japan yielded fre**s^Uf to
the demand of the West.
1) Hakluyt ."Memorials of the Empire of Japan" page XXXVII
2) Porter, "Full Recognition of Japan" page 67

8Under such compulsion , Japan entered into treaty relation
with Western nations without beftmg aware that in many cases she
was taking steps perilous to the material welfare of the country
1
and even subversive of her independence. The nature of the tariff
schedules and regulations of these treaties may be seen from the
2
following extract of the treaty between the United States and Japan
Duties ahall be paid to the Japanese government on all
goods landed in the country , according to the foolowing
tariff:
Class I. All articles in this class shall be free of duty,
, Gold, silver; wearing apparel in actual use; household
furniture and printed books not intended for sale, but
property of persons who come to Japan to reside.
Glass TI. A duty of five percent shall be paid on the
following articles; all articles used for the purpose of
building, rigging, repainting or fitting out of ships; whal^
ing gear of all kinds; salted provisions of all kinds;
bread and bread stuffs; living animals of all kinds; coal;
timbers of all kinds for building houses; rice paddy; ateam
machinery; zinc,'lead; tin; and raw silk.
Class III. A duty of thirty percent shall be paid on all
intoxicating liquors ,whehter prepared by distillation,
fermentation, or in any other manner.
Class IV. All goods not included in any of the foregoing
classes shall pay a duty of twenty percent.
A,
Having thus surrendered, or rather been deprived, of its
tariff autonomy the nation found itself helpless to protect its
industries against the competition of Western skill and capital,
and many important home industries were deranged to an irreparable
3
extent. Keenly alive to the situation the Japanese government
1) Porter," Full Recognition of Japan" page 14
2) " Treaties and Conventions between the United States and other
Powers" page 516. Commercial treaties similar to this were
concluded between various commercial nations of both Occident
and Orient, also with Mexico between 1854 and 1888.
3) Porter," Pull Recognition of Japan" page 14

9repeatedly petitioned the Powers for the removal of the onerous
1
and humiliating provisions of the treaties, but always in vain,
except once in l$^6,when a reduction of duties was arranged, as
2
follows
;
Articles the duty on which was reduced to five percent:
machines and machinary; drugs; and medicines ; iron in various
forms; tin plate; white sugar; glass and glass-wares ; clocks
,
watches, and w? tch-rchains ; wines, malted and spirituous liquors,
( This reduction seems .however, to have been secured at the
expense of a penalty on Japanese production , as follows)
Articles on which a five percent export duty was laid;
include all Japanese products except gold, silver and copper
in form of coins or bars.
By co eluding these treaties Japan gave impetus to the
political revolution which preceded the industrial and commercial
revolution in case of Japan (unlike was the case in England} In
lR68,the feudal system was abolished , the Emperor thereby regained
the sovereign powerA which he had been dispossessed for more
than seven hundred years. In 1881, an Imperial ordinance establi-
shed the representative system of government , and in 1889, the
Emperor granted a constitution to his people in which without
surrendering the supreme authority, he delegated a part of his
powers to a Diet , composed of two Chambers.
The modernizing of Japan did not reach flood tide until
after the China-Jananese war of 1894-5. The new treaties of July
1896, with the Western nations really mark a new epoch in the histor
1) Porter, "Full Recognition of Japan" page 14
2) Treaties and Conventions between The U.S. and Other Powers"
page 1013, Vol. I 1910.

10
of Japan. These new treaties were to supplant the old; they a—
abolished extra-territorial jurisdiction, opened up the entire
territory of Japan to foreigners , and gained for Japan the power of
independent tariff revision. On the fourth of August , 189 9 , the
date on which these new treaties were to become opperative , Japan
was lifted up to a position of equality in international law, and
from that stand point of view, this date may be said to mark the
end of the period of transition from old to new Japan.
Section 3.
1
Physiography of Japan.
2A
The island empire of Japan stretch along the coast of
the continent of Asia for about 1220 miles. Her northeastern
islands extend to within 200 miles of the Aleutian islands of Alask .
and the Southwestern ones are as near as 500 miles to the Phili-
ppines. Her total length of coast line is about 18,000 miles;
more than 10,000 miles bordering on the Pacific and about 3000
miles on the sea of Japan.
The country of Japan consists of about 3000 islands;
they are not all of volcanic origin, though many of them are. The
total area of these islands is about 147,000 square miles and its
classification may be seen in the accompanying diagram.
The climate of Japan in general, is moderate owing to the
influence of Japanese current; though one extreme of the country
lies within the tropics and the other experiences the rigors of
Arctic cold. By way of summary it may be said that "earth-quake,
W
seismic-waves , and an excessively h^mid climate have contributed , in
no small degree , towards giving Japan its characteristic physical
features .
"
1) Mill's "International Geography" page 545-4-7
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Chapter II.
Expansion of Foreign Commerce.
Section 1.
Amount.
In 1 Q 71, English traders thought that Japan was hardly
1
worth trading with. This prophesy was correct so far as the
volume of trade was concerned , for during the next fifteen years
there was scarcely any indication of development in commerce.
But in the next decade the amount of trade grew from 60 million
yen of 1984 to 230 million yen in 1893, an increase of about four
hundred percent.
The year 1894, is the most important year in the history
of new Japan and her commercial expasion. The war with China
resulted in a complete victory for Japan, without crippling her
foreign trade in the least. On the contrary the foreign commerce
of Japan expanded by leaps and bounds, anfl in the next five years
its amount was more than doubled over that of 1893.
The war indemnity of 230,000,000 tales made possible
the change from a " de facto" silver standard to a gold standard.
This change was much desired because an escape was needed from the
bad effects of fluctuations in the price of silver. This change
in the standard of money was however, but one of a number of inter-
nal developments and enterprises of the victorious nation. For
the value of foreign trade grew from 380 million yen in 1897 to
090 million yen in 1904, an increase of over 80 percent in seven
years. The growth was due to the increase in importation of raw
cotton, metals .and machinery , and foodstuffs ,on one hand, and increase I
1) Griffis,The Chautanguan. Nov. 1896 Vol. 24 page 201.
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exportation of silk and manufactured goods on the other.
The year 1904 was the occasion of her desperate struggle
with Russia on the Manchurian plains and far Eastern seas: millions
of men skilled and unskilled were drawn away from agricultural,
commercial and industrial activities. Yet Japan proved her
efficiency as an industrial nation by maintaining the position she
had attained, in spite of the titanic war.
In the next eight years, ending in 19 12, percentage of
increase in foreign trade was about 60, rising from 690 to 1100
million yen. The growth of this period was in the same lines as
that of the preceding decade , namely the increased importation of
raw cotton, metals and machinery , and foodstuffs , togather with in-
creased exportation of silk and manufactured goods. The sudden
decline of trade in 1908 was due to the effect of the panic of 1907
which started in the United States. The frequent fluctuation of
importation since 1898 has been due to the irregular growth of
industry shown in tho purchases of machinery and raw cotton, and
to the importation of foodstuffs made necessary by crop failures
at home
.
Considering Japan's long seclusion from the world's
commercial and intellectual intercourse , and the scantiness of her
natural resources, on which an increasing population has been
pressing, the development of the Japanese foreign trade in the
forty-five years reign of the late Emperor Mutsuhito ,must impress
one as little short of marvelous. Thus the advancement was made
under conditions of virtual free trade , forced upon the Japanese
1
nation by foreign powers under conventional tariff. But , such a
1) Expansion of foreign trade may be seen also from the stand point
of individual or per capita share, on the Chart No, 2.
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critic as Mr, Charles V. Rale of the Royal Statistical Society of
1
London, suggests caution in estimating the economic progress of
Japan in term of money values .because of the change in the currency
system from bimetallism in principle but silver standard in prac-
tice, which prevailed until 1896, to the gold standard adopted in
that year. According to his culculation, taking the year 1887 as
the standard and considering its value as 100, the increase by 1908
in three items, taken in 1h e average, was as follows;
Taxes and stamp receipts 412.
Principle foodstuffs 276.
Wages 319 .
It seems, therefore, that the volume of Japanese foreign trade has
not increased over a third as much as the statistics of the value
of foreign trade seem to indicate.
Making allowance for the change in the value of maney,
it seems that the volume of Japanese foreign trade was about four
times as great in 1912 as in 1887. When we go a step farther
and examine the volume of foreign trade before 1887, the apparently
stationary annual return is extremely misleading. Since the value
of money was depreciating during the period 1868 to 1887, as well
as during the succeeding periods, the volume of the import trade,
in term of units of weight and measure, must have been declining,
because the total money value of the imports remained about the
same. On the other hand, the volume of export trade, in term of
units of weight and measure, must have been increasing, because the
total money value of the exports likewise remained practically
the same.
1) "Journal of the Royal Statistical Society" April 1911.

14
Thus while it in difficult to determine whether the t
total foreign trade was increasing or* deceasing Before 1887, it is
beyond question that both imports and exports have been grawing
1
by leaps and bouds between 1887 and the present time.
Section 2.
Balance of trade.
From 1868 to 1880 the money value of imports and exports
shows a slight balance unfavorable to Japan. However, it is
possible that if the imports and exports were expressed in terms
of commodity units, the balance would have *flfeewn--to—have been much
less unfavorable and perhaps actually in favor of Japan. This is
explained by the different effect of depreciation of the currency
2=1
upon import values as compared with export values. This is
especially true when we consider that the importation of this
period consisted mainly of manufactures of gold countries and not
of raw materials no'r foodstuffs of silver standard nations.
For fifteen years following 1880, in spite of the influ-
ence of the declining value of silver Japan as a whole maintained
a favorable balance of trade, either viewed from the stand point of
the mone£ value or the commodity units. The significance of this
balance is greater when considered in terms of units of commodities
and gives evidence of the increasing resources and integrity of
Japan in promoting her industrial and commercial interests.
Since 1896, however, the balance has been decidedly un-
favorable towards Japan. The total excess of inlort over export
1) For explanation of the theory of foreign trade as employed
above, see appendix A on the page 78
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in the seventeen years preceding 1912 amounts to about 800 million
yen. The question naturally arises ,what caused this? There
are five reasons .namely
:
1) The increased importation of
a) foodstuffs , and
b) fertilizers to obtain more food from the native
soil
.
2)The increased importation of more luxurious commodities
in greater varieties as the material civilization
advances,- a tendency whichwas increased by the change
from the silver to the gold standard , which made it
possible for natives to obtain Western goods at lower
prices
.
3) The rapidly increasing importation of raw materials to
supply native industries , for both home consumption and
exportation
4) The importation of iron, steel and other metal manufac-
tures and machinery.
5) Improved credit and facilities for negotiating loans
from foreign, countries , with which to pay for the excess
of imports. »*
Concerning the importation of foodstuffs Japan must
necessary accept the verdict of nature as a necessity. The
importation of raw materials is a pleasing sign of the industrial
advancement of the country. The importation of Western luxuries
as a consequence of adopting the gold standard has been already
1
considered. A higher tariff has been imposed upon them. gut
that part of increase due to the advancement of civilization
ought not ,ofcourse , to be opposed. We are safe in saying, that
Japan will be relieved from buying iron and steel in the near
2
future. But the importation of machinery and its parts is cer-
3
tain to be continued for some time to come. True, the balance
of trade can never be a certain indication of the trade condition
»* Treated at greater length in Chapter III, section 1.
1) Porter,"Pull Recognition of Japan" page 367.
2) nee chapter IV, section 2-c
-SX-Saa^chajater^Xxi^ae^tion 4. . —
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of a nation, but in the case of Japan the consideration upon this
if
point must be some what different. Since Japan is a debter nation
having no invest/ments abroad , except some minor ones in her colo-
in
nial possessions , the interest or dividends comingAfrom this source
must be an insignificant sum. Foreign insurance companies are
taking away the premiums each year in sums vastly greater than the
premiums paid to native institutions from abroad. The earnings
from international water traffic by Japanese ships are balanced
by the payment to foreign shipping interests by Japan. In 1912,
remittances of Japanese in other countries to their native land
1
were said to have amounted to about 8 million dollars, but the
greater part of it was doubtless sent to Japan, by petty Japanese
merchants and peddlers in foreign contries for the payment of
commodities , which is recorded in the amount of goods exported in
the same year. The yearly remittance of Japanese immigrants in
2
foreign lands could scarcely exceed one million dollars.
1) Daily Consular Report
,
(U.S. ) June , 12 , 19 15
.
2) For most <fff the Japanese emigrants are settled in three sections
of the worls;- China, the Hawaian islands and the United States.
Japan can not expect to receive any remittance from her emigrants
to China .because of the economic condition of that country.
There are 50, COO Japanese in Hawaii and 50,000 more in the United
States, from these sources Japan getn remittance from her imigEan%|3
But these two groups of fifty thousand each must be divided
approximately into three parts; one third of them are utterly
unfitted to save what they earn, another third are ambitious to
save, but invest their earnings in their adopted lands; the last
third are the ones who save their earnings and take or send them
to Japan. The approximate amount from this source should not&.~
average over sixhundred thousand, or at the greatest, a million
dollars a year.i^ we estimate their average annual saving capacity
at one hundred and fifty dollars in Hawaii and two hundred and
fifty dollars in the United btates.
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The expenditure of foreign tourists in Japan are in greater part,
cancelled by the similar items of expenditure by Japanese commer-
cial .Scientific , and technical investigators and students in the
foreign lands.
Thus, The excess of imports over exports amounting to eight
hundred million yen between 189 6 and 1912 is often regarded as a
bad omen for Japan. But when we examine farther, we find that in
the same period Japan imported capital goods, namely steel , iron, and
machinery, to the amount of over one billion yen for internal im-
provement as well as for the establishment of modern manufacturing
industries. The effect of this is shown in the advancement of
national wealth and the development of the intellectual and mechani-
cal skill of the people. If this view is correct, then the one
billion yen of expenditure may be regarded as capital investment
for future return, and that part of the depreciation of fixed capi-
tal in these seventeen years is nothing but the expenditure for
training the industrial force,- such training being an intangible
investment for sure economic return in the future. For this
reason we may conclude this discussion upon the unfavorable balance
of trade of Japan by stating that the amount of importation in
excess over exportation in the last seventeen years was capital
investiment in various forms, and should be considered as advantage-
ous to the industrial and commercial development, drhl&h is to be
discussed in the later - chapters.

IB
CHAPTER II.
MECHANISM OF EXPANSION.
Section 1.
Monetary Reform.
The slow development of foreign commerce before 1890, ae
we have seen, was partly due to the fact that the country required
some time to adjust itself to the new situation created "by sudden
reorganization of the whole internal institutional structure , and
partly owing to the extreme appreciation^fithe value of commodities
Caused by the disadvantageous monetary standard. There is yet
another factor that contributed to the desastrous effect upon the
development of foreign trade , directly and indirectly; - the mone-
tary system of Japan.
The gold standard adopted in 1871, at the ratio of one
of gold to about sixteen of silver, (according to the Mexican doll-
ars then circulated in the Eastern markets .), soon began to be
seriously affected as the ratio between silver and gold fell,
was
The good money Adrived out of the country. In addition to this
d/%finage of gold coin, the effect of the depreciation of the in-
convertible paper money, issued by the government st the restoration
and the civil war of 1877, to the amount of 30 million yen, caused
tb( flow of gold specie out of the country.
This desastrous situation on the one hand, and on the
£-) O'kuma" Fifty *ears of New Japan" Vol. I pages 486-533
n The U.S. Governement , " Commercial Japan" pages 29T8-2922
Japanese Government , "Report on the Post-Bellum Financial
Administration in Japan" pages 178-201.
Japanese Government," Japan at the Beginning of the 20th* cen-
tury" pages 538-543 "Political and Economic Organization"
gapges 41-4

other hand the inducement for promotion of foreign trade among the
silver standard countries in the East, Japan resorts^ to bi-metall-
ism in 1878.
The evil effect of the currency condition was widely
felt in every direction;- the price of commodities rose, out flow
of gold from the country continued , and the imports exceeded the
exports. To save the country from this threatened situation, the
nation made strenuous efforts and succeeded in accomplishing the
task in 1885, thpugh the medium of the Bank of J apan , established
in that year. The government authorised it to issue convertible
paper money on the basis of specie reserves and to redeem the
outstanding inconvertible paper money with silver.
Even under such stress and strain of economic condi-
titions owing to the currency system, the foreign trade of Japan
was steadily gaining a favorable position, and in 1882 the country
began to export more than it imported. The outflow of gold was
checked.
The establishment of bi-metallism in 1878 was a step
toward the beginning of the practical adoption of the gEX3S±±Kxi
silver standard, and by the redemption of the inconvertible paper
money with silver,Japan in 1886 completed the system of practical
silver monometallism. Though it was Bn unc voidable outcome under
the circumstances , this change from gold monometallism to bi-metall
ism, and then to the silver standard proved highly disastrous for
Japanese foreign trade, as we have seen i n the discussion of
balance of trade.
Aroused by this fact, the nation began to investigate in
1892, and came to the conclusion that the gold standard must be
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readopted. But the country having no funds at its disposal , had to
wait to carry out the reform. Fortunately for J apan,five years
later, as we have observed, the Chinese war indemnity made it possible
to bring the country once more to the gold standard. Then the
nation was in a position to expect with reason true economic
prosperity for Japan;as Honorable Austini wrote," Now that the
capitalists of the gold standard countries have become assured that
they will ho lonfer be in constant danger of suffering from unex-
pected losses from investment made in the country on account of
fluctuations in the price of silver, they seem to show a growing
1
tendency to make such investments at low rates of interest." The
way was then opened for the steady and orderly growth of commerce
and industry.
Section 2.
Banking
.
Allied fo the currecy system of a nation, as the mecha-
nism for advancement of trade and industry, a well founded banking
system must be counted as a most indispensable factor. But at
the beginning of new Japan there was no banking house, in its
modern sense , although " as soon as the restoration had been con-
sumated,the new government lost no time in adjusting financial
matters and in devising measures calculated for the promotion of
3
foreign trade." However , these earlier efforts ended in failure
1) The U.S. Government, Commercial ^apan" page 2886
*-2) Okuma's ''Fifty Years of N ew Japan" pages 486-533 Vol. I
The U.S. Government , " Commercial Japan" pages 2887
Japanese Government," Japan at the beginning of the 20th.
Century" pages 572-80
Japanese Government , "Post-Bellum Financial Administration"
pages 241-56.
3) Fifty Years of New Japan" page 491
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owing to the absence of a regular system of protection and super-
vision. It was not until 1872 that the first legislative measure
whs passed for national bank regulation. (This law was based upon
the bank act of the United States , modified byEnglish gold bank
system) But the private banks were left unregulated , and the
numbers of both national and private banks was multiplied very
rapidly.
Although the financial system of the country seemed
ft,
fairly developed , they were indendent banks .without any connection
among themselves , hence there was no means of equalising and
regulating the circulation of the money in the country. The
necessity of a centralized banking system became evident.
After careful investigation, the Bank of Japan was
established in 1882, which was to become the central institution
to remedy the defects of the non-centralized independent banking
system. The organization of the bank was m mainly modeled after
the Bank of Belgium, though much consideration was given to the
central banking systems in other European countries , with a view
to adopting them to the customs and conditions of the country.
Thus having laid the foundation for the banking system
and having made sure of its development and workablity , the country
turned its attention toward the unregulated private wild-cat banks,
and enacted laws in 1890 to regulate their business, for the safety
of depositers. This general bank act reduced the number of the
private banks from 1066 to 763, when the laws were put in force in
1893. Three years later new laws were passed to abolish national
lit *Ybanks by obliging them to assume the form to ordinary banks, or by
disolving them on the expiration of their charters. The laws
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were to bo put in force on the ninth of December , 1899 , on and after
which date the use of national bank notes was prohibited.
The relics of the old financial system thus disappeared
and the secure financial foundation for the economic development
of Japan ushered in a nev/ epock. The periodical growth of the
banking business is noticeable following each of the new regulations
promulgated by the government , as shown in the charts No ,3.
Until 1880, the branch offices of foreign banks st the
treaty ports had conducted and entirely contolled the foreign
exchange business among themselves. The rate a£ exchange and
other commercial matters were under their control, and the Japanese
merchants engaged in foreign trade were consequently at their
mercy. This and the increased amount of depreciated inconverti-
ble paper money, and the adoption of bi-metallism on the declining
value of silver , caused the steady exodus of specie and good money,
and necessitated the establishment of a special organ to finance
foreign trade and to make adequate regulations to attract specie.
The Kpte&hama Specie ^ank was established under such urgent need,
in accordance with the national bank regulations. But as the
business of the bank gradually extended; if its special objects
were to be successfully executed specially adopted regulations
for the institution became imperative; whereupon the Yokohama
Specie Bank act was passed in 1887.
1-t started business with the capital of three million
yen; at the end of 1912, it was conducting its business with the
paid up capital of thirty million yen and a reserve fund of eightee i
million yen. It has branches , sub-branches , and agencies in the
important cities and ports all over the world. It leads all
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CHART No. 3
BANKING
Capital Reseves
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Other institutions engaged in the exchange business in Japan, and
is rendering valuable service in the expansion of Japanese foreign
commerce
.
Section 3. transportation Facilities of Japan.
a) Railroads.
For the expansion of the foreign trade of a nation
the first requirement is the development of commerce and industry
within the territory of that nation; and for promoting these, there
must be not only a good currency system and financial institutions,
but also well developed internal communication and transportation.
Transportation is perhaps more important for the accomplishment of
the desired end. Among the many of the modern means of transporta^fi
tion,the railroad may be said to be the most important , even in
such a country as Japan, which consists of numerous islands , having
1
long coast lines, well fitted for shipping.
The crop failure in the North-East and on the
island of Kyushu, in 1^69, caused a famine in those districts in spite
of the superabundance of the rice crop in the North-Western part
of the main island , merely because of the lack of land transpor&atior
This event was a strong factor in convincing the government of the
need for a railroad , which would make desolation by famine impossible
in the future.
*) Okuma, Fifty Years of New Japan, Page 404-447
Full Recognition of Japan, page 442-5R
Past and Present of Japanose Commerce
,
page 99-1 l?
Japan at the beginning of the 20th* Century, page 704-lfl
Commercial Japan, page 2949-50
K.Abe .Railroad Control in Japan, The Arena 1900 vol. XXIV, page 64
1) Refer to chart Nos. 4,5,6. which show the characteristics of the
traffic in Japan.

CHART No. 4
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The government was convinced ,but no fund for construvtio i
was available at home. Thirty millinn yen of English capital wan
borrowed on the security of the Japanese customs revenue, and
with a further condition that English working men and engineers
be hired and English material used.
The construction of the first line of steam railroad
was began in 1872, between Tokyo and Yokohama,- a distance of 18
miles. It was a success in every respect, but in spite of it, no
private capital was attracted by the enterprise. This fact on
the one hand and the fiscal condition of the government on the
other, owing to the public debt, which was increased considerably
by the Satsuma rebellion in 1877, did not permit the government
to incur further debt for the construction of railroads.
Under such circumstances, the first ten years of rail-
way construction showed but a slow progress. The gradual deve-
lopment of industry and commerce began to demand internal improve-
ments, yet the capitalists thought that the railroad building was
an extremely risky undertaking, and they applied to the government
for a guarantee of a certain rate of interest on the capital to
be invested for the purpose of construction. The petition was
granted, and seven percent dividend was guaranteed on all capital
invested in the building of steam roads. By this arrangement ,
a
private company was organized , for a line betwwen Tokyo and Aomori
,
the
and since then the development ofArailroad system in Japan has been
rapid. These roads were built entirely under the supervision of
Japanese engineers and managed by native administrators. The
statistical development may be 3een on the charts Nos.4,5,6.

CHARTN9. No. 6
RAILROAD'S INCOMK
Characteristics of the Japanese railway traffic may
he seen "by comparing gross revenue from passenger service
with that of freight traffic. Unlike America and Europe,
in Japan, passenger earnings are always in excess of those
from the freight business. This peculiarity is due to
the geographical condition of the country;- the coast-wiser
trade is well developed , and shipping plays a large part
in general traffic and especially in the case of inexpen
sive, "bulky commodities.
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Section 3b
Shipping.
The statement was made in the previous section that the
well developed means of land transportation is the basic factor
for the internal development , thereby aiding in the expansion of
few commercial interests in the world markets. But the direct
medium for the attainment of such an end must be that of ocean
traffic, in the words of the oft quoted clause," Trade follows the
flag." The truth of this statement is shown when we examine
the development of the Japanese mercantile marine in its relation
to her foreign trade expansion.
In 1859, a prclamation was issued by the government,
granting the natives thereafter the privilege of possessing
vessels of any size, without limitation. Thus the restriction
which had been in force ever since the proclamation of of the ex-
clusive policy ifli 1641, was removed. In 1860 a shipping firm was
established and launched into traffic; it changed its name in the
following year, to Japanese Mail Steam-Ship Co., and increased its
capital. However, the progress was slow, and in any sense,
adequate to the increasing demand for transportation. Thereupon,
in 1875 the government bought up all the ships of the company,
eighteen in number, and sold them to a newly organized shipping
company on terms o p easy payment. This new company was amalgamate I
with the Kyodo Unyu Co., in 1885, and a new name was adopted,
-
4'.)Japanese Government , "General View of Com. and Industry of Japan"
pages 48-53 "Ahistory of Mercantil Marine in Japan" pages
(whole book)"japan at the beginning of the 20th. Century" pages
Okuma," Fifty Years of New Japan" pages 447-G5
Porter, AFull Recognition of Japan" pages 360-65
MacKenzie /'Unveiled East" pages 6
Good, Eassiers Magazine 1909 Vol. XXXVII pages 3-11.
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namely, the Nippon Yusen Kwair.ha , with acapitalization of eleven
million yen. Government aided in thin amalgamation and guaran-
teed eight percent dividends for the firat fifteen years. This
was revised in l r 77 grant them 880,000 yen annual subsidy upon
the condition that the company should maintain a minimum tonnage
of 35,000. In 1888 the Osaka Shosen Kwaisha was organized and
obtained an annual government subsidy of 80,000 yen. Thus the
efforts were made by both government and people,but the development
of shipping traffic,before the China-Japanese war, was very slight.
After experiencing great difficulty in transportating t*w* troops
and provisions during the war, and desiring the expansion of her
commerce, Japan decided to adopt a definite policy looking forwards
the development of shipping and shipbuilding industry.
Since that time, marked progress has been made and in
1904 Bfee- gained the eleventh place, and in 1908 the sixth, among
the world's commercial sea powers. Among steam ship companies
the Nippon Yusen Kwaisha stands higher on the list than famous
lines, such as the Union-Castle , the Cunard,and the Elder Dumps ter,
in England. This progress is attained through the training of
native sea men, and at present there are no foreigners on the
Japanese ships, except afew,who have been serving since the date of
the beginning of Japanese shipping.
One interesting feature should not escape our attention
in connection with the development of native shipping and its
- see chatt No .8.
relation to foreign trade. The line showing showing the value of
total exports and imports rose, nearly pallarel with that showing
the total vessel tonnage entered from foreign countries into
Japanese ports, while export and import trade of Japan carried by
Japanese shipsJ^owg_a^^ of native
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CHART No. 3
SHIPPING AND FOREIGN TRADE
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ships entered from abroad, and exceeds it in the case of export
trade. All of which seems to prove the truth of the quotation,
" trade follows the flag."
In connection with the Japanese shipping, the progress
of the country in shipbuilding should be noted. It has passed
long ago the stage of piecing togather ttre materials made abroad.
" In design, workmanship, and finish Japan has
r
att£dned a high status
though somewhat behind in cost and time t*fi*> of production. -All
All Japanese docks are managed by native engineers. The increase
of tonnage and annual production of ship-building in tonnage may
be observed ±n the foregoing chart,. No. 9.
Section 4.
Government Policy.
In this chapter we have traced the development of some
of the more important agencies in the expansion of foreign trade,
such as money and banking conditions and means of tranportation
on both land and sea, but above all these, in case of Japan, there is
a moot powerful influence that facilitated such, progress in both
commerce and industry of the nation. It is the policy of the
government,- prevailing spirit of paternalism characterizing the
central and local governments , which was shown throughout the ages
of old Japan.
The government policy of encouraging industry and comm-
erce by employing such devices as subsidies , bounties ,reimbursment
of taxes paid upon raw materials when the finished goods were
exported .various kinds of experiment stations
,
publications , lecture-
ships, consul services , sending investigators abroad , establishment
of commercial ,
i
ndustrial and marine schoo ls and museums
,
protection

of patents , designs , trade marks and utility models, and last of all
the protective tariff, is common to all leading; industrial and
commercial nations of the West, and also of Japan. But it is not
the purpose to discuss each of these already familiar cases of
government aid, but to reveal and discuss those features of the
1
paternalistic policy which are peculiar to present Japan.
As shown in the diagram No. 2, the financing of indust-
ries and commerce of the nation is completely dependent upon the
policy of the Bank of Japan; and the policy of the Bank in its
greater extent, is dependent upon the policy of the Minister of
Finance, who in turn, is responsible theoretically only to the
Emperor of Japan. Furthermore , some of the policy forming offic-
ers of the Bank are appointed by the crown, and the Imperial House-
hold, as well as the Government itself, are powerfull shareholders
in the institution. The system represents what one may call an
imperial Money true!?' 896 the foot note 0R the ™»** Paee- )
l)There is one aspect of Japanese activity that has not yet been
duly considered by economists or political students,- the aspect
of an empire as an industrial state. The government policy of
Japan is going fast on its way to out strip all others as a
proprietor and a director of industry....
Partly as a result of a settled policy and partly by'reason of
the temperament and loyality of the people and of their recent
coming into the modern industrial world, the government is (or soon
will be) in complete control of the fundamental industries - of the
national resources , and of the transportation,by sea and land.
Yet it is not despotic government in the sense in which the Ru-
ssian government is despotic. And the people unlike the people
of any despotism, are the masters of all the machinery of modem
industry.... The present, if carried, to its logical development
will bring about a sort of collectivism such as the builders of
Utopias would establish in America and Europe, and such as has
never before arisen in the world....
The rapidity with which wealth may be created and concentrated
for national purposes under asystem like this is likely to sur-
prise the people of strongly individualistic qualities....
Regardless of its political significance this development of
a nation as an industrial state will be atest of government own-
ership more extensively and sever than we have yet had. It may
be that Socialistis and communist will find there the realization
or disappointment of their dream. -W.H .Page .World ' s Work , May , 1908



The facilities for both communication and land trans-
portation of the empire are almost entirely monopolized by the
Government; the policy of the water transportation of Japan is
under the control of the officials by means of ship subsidies , and
about two-fifths of the total shares of the Nippon Yusen Kwaisfta
are held by the Imperial Household
.
(The Nippon Yusen Kwaisha is the
holding company of the Japanese China S.S.Co.,one of the four
1
largest organizations of the kind)
Beside the Imperial money trust and the thorough-going
government monopolies and control of industries , there are yet other
features peculiar to Japan only. One is the government inspection
2
of all staple commodities for exportation , such as silk and tea.
_j$ Some of
The other is the official promotion of trusts. Athe notewo-thy
combination under this system are these of the Nippon Yusen Kwaisha
formed in the early ' eighties , and the recently organized match
4
making trust. The third feature of the the government policy to
be considered is the tendency to monopolize all enterprises wich
are directly related to the interests of the community, in the hands
of either local or national government. The examples of this are
*) Tfte Imperial Household has shares as following: , 60 , 660 of the
Bank of Japan, 60,400 of Yokahama Specie Bank, of the Industrial
Bank 10,000, The Japanese Year Book 19 13, page 29. The Govern-
ment of Japan furnished one half of the capital of the Bank of
Japan, when it was organized with the capital of 10,000,000 yen
Fifty Years of New Japan" page 514.
1) Imperial Household has 80,550 shares; Japanese Year'" Book, page
29; Nippon Yusen Kwaisha is holding Co. of /.£.S S*Co, ibid
page 29
2) "Japan at the Beginning of the 20th. Century" pages 173; 158.
3) U.S. Monthly Consular Report
, January , 1906
4) ibid,
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the cases of tobacco , salt , campher monopolies , the nationalization
of the railread system, muni cipalization of city electric railways
and the movement toward the nationalization of water power in the
1
country.
Thus" the influence of the government is felt in all
lines of commerce and industry. Such paternalism exists that no
one in "business
,
pressed by the exigencies of the time , hesitates
to call upon banks directly controlled by the government , for
2
assistance." m fact the leading commercial and industrial
enterprises of Japan are almost entirely supervised by the govern-
ment. ^0iZ'C,t4A<^<^'t<^'
The development of this thoroughgoing s^taM-s^are
policy of the government may be accredited to the influence of the
hierarchical family system, under the Confucian doctrine of paternal
government. But the direct influence, that exerted in bringing
about the policy now prevailing in the empire, must be more definite
in its nature. Hence an exposition of the real motives lying
behind it must be of considerable interest to the observer.
The bitter experience that Japan suffered industrially
at the beginning of her contact with European peoples, was brought
about by the f inffi sudden influx of forign goods, which forced the
2
A
suspension of various home industries. To pay for these foreign
the
goods there was nothing adequate,- oven Asilk industry, the product
o^ which now represents more than one-third of the total amount of
exports from the country, wa3 not yet started. The out -flow of
gold and silver specie was the ultimate result. But to start new
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industries and to improve the domestic system of manufacturing by
individuals , in competition with foreign producers , was impossible
especially at the moment of the sudden change. Thereupon , Japan
knowingly or unknowingly , accepted the advice of Alexander Hamilton
that " Men are the creatures of habit, and that the simplest
improvements are adopted with hesitation and reluctance; the
spontaneous adoption of new methods in a country long accustomed
to act differently meets with great difficulties and requires
encouragement and patronage of the government. Capital is way-
ward and timid in lending itself to new undertakings , and the state
ought to excite the confidence of capitalists who are ever cautious
and sagacious, by aiding them to overcome the obstacles that lie in
the way of all experiments."
In the second place, the nation was keen to the
fact that if the economic development of the country is left to
follow the individual initiative of the people, the national acti-
vity will be too much diversified ; energy and time will be lost
through the effort directed along unprofitable lines. The unity
of the nation, under one effective trustworthy directorship , was the
only means to overcome the difficulties of the situation.
After passing these two stages, the paternalistic
policy was forced to advance a step further on account of the
national pride, which caused an increase in government expenditure,
as well as on account of the growth of population compelling larger
importation of foodstuffs. Here for the first time the nation
had to decide her own destiny,- either to submit herself to
the powers of the West, and to starve, or to struggle to live
independently. Japan accepted the latter of these two alternativ
and plunged into the desperate struggle in the
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arenc^o^ industrial and commercial competition with the far ad-
vanced nations of the West. The project was forwarded with
courage and ambition hut it -was perirous indeed! For the enter-
prise was gigantic with neither capital , skilled labor,nor captains
of industry. The formation of the destiny of the empire at the
was dependent upon the mutual confidence between ruler and the
ruled:- and the development of paternalism in Japan reached its
maximum.
The fourth period in the development of the policy came
with the opening of the war with Russia. Japan was satisfied
with the victory, and the pressure from the North, whitah has been
endangering the existence of the national independence for decades
was removed. But the greater part of the war financing was done
by the sale of government bonds, both abroad and at home. Japan
must pay the interest and pricipal of her debts; her government
expentitures increased, by reason of Entering into the family of
nations; she «ft*eH; develop^ the territories newly acquired, and for
further protection of her home land and her new territories she
must spend more than ever. As a consequence , the government
expenditures rose from 250 million yen for the fiscal year of 1903
to GOO million yen in 1907. The government must have the revenue
to meet this suddenly increased demand, but the agricultural land
was already heavi^ taxed , the industry of the nation was still at
the beginning of its development. At such a desperate momemt the
ingenuity of the statesmen caught the idea of transforming Om&
paternalism into socialistic government monopoly of some leading
industries , of the country in addition to the ones already '#m&
monopolised
.

Here we must admit the; criticism of Mr. T.F. Millard
that " practical incentive and origin of the present development
of paternalism are found else where; and lest Western advocates
of government paternalism should too quicjly poiiht to Japan, as a
shinning example (as some are inclined to do) it may be well to
consider the circumstances which influenced her in assuming such
an extreme position."
However, here we are not concerned with the circumstances
under which the national policy grew into socialistic, "but the
question at issue is, 'does this socialistic tendency constitute
further development?' Or in other words, is Japan going to
monopolize all her national industries in order to win the markets?
of the Eastern countries?
Nothing can be definitely stated in this regard, but it
might be said, that under fourty-five years of government director-
ship the nation has reached the most prosperous period in her
history: and throughout the period, the economic condition of the
nation advanced in lines parallel with the ascendency of bureau-
cracy. The latterA its maximum by the time of the death of the
late Emperor Mutsuhito , and lost its influence over the government
during the last two years of political crisis. It is very doubt-
ful whether the whole nation is already lifted up to the lofty
standard of political thought, as the leaders of the recent demo-
cratic movement believe they ought to be. But so far it is
certain, that the development of paternalism and its transformation
into socialistic propaganda was done under the monarchical princi-
pie, and influence of the bureaucracy. Both monarchy and bureau-
*
cracy are the distict sign of aristcracy. Then the logical
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conclusion willbe that the paternalism originated by aristcratic
institution can never remain unshaken when new democracy wins the
government organ. The future alone can tell whether the demo-
cracy of Japan will or will not follow the present policy of
extreme paternalism, which would lead to the adoption of the social
istic program in the interest of her commerce and industry.
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CHAPTER [II
.
OBSTACLES TO THE PROGRESS.
Section 1.
Lack of Capital.
Up to 1900, in spite of the scarcity of capital, the
traditional fear of foreign invasion, whether it was political,
economical or other-wise , was so strong, that the nation refrained
from making terms with foreign capitalists. They forebore the
high rate of interest , which to say the least, proved to be an
obstacle to the economic development of the country. At last,
the national prejudice had to yield to expediency. In 1902, the
British GonsulGeneral made an excellent report, that " Scarcity of
capital available inJapan for government and private enterprise
was perhaps realized more clearly in 1901 than ever before. The
people were compelled to follow the examples, of the government
and postponed, as far as possible, new undertakings. The thought
in the minds of many of the people, prior to the revision of the
treaties , that foreign money and enterprise were merely awaiting
the opening of the country, and would then invade Japan in a manner
that might even be prejudicial to the national interests, is now
recognized to have been an idle fancy. The question now, is
how to tempt the investment of such capital, on term that appear
satisfactry to the Japanese -would-be borrowers themselves.
Further efforts were made both by the Japanese and by foreigners
interested in commercial industrial development of the country,
to relieve financial pressure by the introduction of funds from
1
abroad
1) Great Btriat in, Consular Report, Annual Series 1902, page 2789
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The effect of this movement was suprisingly helpful!
1
to the national economy. It caused a substantial lowering of
the interest rate: the annual average rate of discount between
1890 to 1903, went up some time as high as 15 percent, and never
came down below 11 percent .where as since the latter year, has
varied between eight and eleven percent with a lowering tendency.
Thus one of the riant obstacles to the industrial and commercial
development of the country was thrown aside. The lowering
tendency is still in its course, and as a result we may expect
greater economic development of the country.
Section . 2.
Agricultural Rural Economy.
We will e-ee the importance of the agricultural—otm-
V aimtty,its subsidiary industry, and its close relation to forestry
and fishing, -in the following chapter. On them the strength of
the nation largely depends. They pay a great partion of the
is
state revenue; to them Japan's military fame Adue,and from them
the country draws its industrial and commercial force. Their
welfare is directly felt by the whole structure of the nation.
But the welfare of the agricultural community in Japan has been
a topic of wide discussion both at home and abroad in the past
fifteen years. Their vievs were quite contradictory if we discard
'
the rapid progress and improvement of rural economy made during
2
the saiiB period.
*) Financial and Economic Annals" page 142-3
1) According to the statistics , the total debt of the farming class
at present , amounts to about six hundred million yen, two third
of which is the result of the easier life led by the generality
of farmers, the better food, closing and housing. This capital
is unproductively employed , while the remaining one third goes
to the fund for the improvement of the agricultural industry.
The interest paid by farmers is abnormally high, ranging from
fifteen to thirty percent per annuam,and there is little pros-
pect of repaying, as the profits are small .... (see next page-)
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The influence of the fulling price of silver was deci-
dedly in favor of the Japanese farmers in exporting their
products, for the consumers in the gold standard countries could
^them at greatly reduced prices , because of the peculiar condition
of the trade exsist^T between silver and gold countries, as we now ft
discussed in connection with the balance of trade. At the
sudden change of the monetary standard of Japan the consumers of
the gold country could not adjust themselves at once, to pay much
higher prices for Japanese farm products. This fact is clearly
shown in the cases of silk and tea exportations of the country.
The former fell off from 50 million yen in 189 5 to 30 million in
1896. (see the chart No. 1° % The decline of tea exportation of
Japan*ie
/v
clearly dated from the year in which the gold standard
-(continuation of the foot note on the last page)" For this
reason, the improvement of farmers is entirely out of question,
j
The small tenants farmers are rapidly forsaking their holdings
j
for* other business, and tenant farmers kkb in Hiroshima and
Yamagata Prefectures , where the agricultural land is largely
owned by a few rich farmers, are steadily leaving for aboard.
-The United States Yionthry Consular Report No. 269,1902'i
2) " The lot of a farmer in Japan does not seem particularly envi-jj
able in the eyes of a foreigner; but by the Japanese themselves <
it is generally spoken of as being in some respects, more ad-
vantageous than that of most other classes. The farmer is morl
independent , though often his selfsatisfaction is due much more
\
to his ignorance of better condition fhan really worthy motives}
he has seldom occasion to be subservient to his betters, and cansj
arrange his own hours of work, at least some extent. His life, 1:
with all its drawbacks, is healther than of sedantary workers; aijjd
as a class , agricuturists are the longest lived , instances of
extreme old age occuring almost exclusively among the agricul-
tural and fishing population. The farmers has more variety of
occupation than many handicrafts sin men of even some profession-
al men; and in the Winter in the Northern part of the country,
at least, has good deal of leasure.if he is not too industri-
ously employed in the making straw articl es , rush mats, weaving
etc.. On the whole and taking the general standard of living
into consideration, the Japanese farmers is well off and conten-
ted as his comperes in most other countries , and better off than
in the some."- Monthly Consular Report !$ay,1909 (U.S. )
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was adopted. ( see the chart No. 11 ) Tt wan not until 1901, the
exportation of agricultural products of Japan resumed lta proper
course of increase. Thus the Japanese farmers had suffered^
great loss as the direct result of the change in. the monetary
standard of the nation.
The second consideration of the agricultural economy
until 1900, is that the Japanese farmers had to pay duties upon
imported fertilzers. They could not use liberal amount of
fertilizers , to regain the productiveness of soil. Ihis is shown
in the steady increase of the imports of "bean cakes, and chemical
fertilizers and also in the increasing production of rice crops
since 1899. (see the chart No. 12)
Thirdly, the little or no custom revenue up to 1^99,
because of the free trade po 1 i cy r^&lri-ged the government to tax
heavily the agricultureal lands. The farmers burden,by 1901 was
very great,- for example they had to pay about thirty percent of
the total revenue of the government in 1898, and fourteen percent
1
in the year 1913.
Fourthly .because of the undeveloped agricultural credit
system^ Warmers had to pay from 20 to 40 percent interest in
financing therr industry. To cure this defect in 1897, the
government encouraged peoples to establish the Hypothec Bank of
Japan, granting special privileges , and subsidy for ten years, in
order to enable the bank to p^°y dividends of five percent, per
3
annum, on its capital. Also, the government persuaded peoples to
gWapan in the Beginning of the 20th. Century" page 112
ll "Financial and Economic Annals" pages 114-5
3) "Fifty years of New Japan" page 527 Vol. 1
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organize 4fi local agricultural and industrial banks ; the govern-
ment became ajshare holder in all these local banks , without claim-
ing any dividends for fifteen years. Again, under the IochI
banks , farmers of limited means were encouraged to organize Credit
p
Guilds, for their benefit. The successful operation of this
rural credit system, in Japan, may be seen through the increasing
amount of loans,- in 1903 the total loans made during the year
by the local banks were only 20 Million yen, where as in 1912, the
3
amount rose to 128 million yen.
Thus all the marked economic development of the agri-
cultural community has been made in these tten years. Indeed,
by 1900, the value of agricultural products had fallen off for the
time being, while ^the^co^st of living had gone up through the effect
of the importea^ material civilization; the wages of laborers also
went up. It was rather a natural result, that small farmers for-
sook their lands to lead urban life or to go abroad. It was
and so in 19 ($9
right to speak of these feature of farmers' life by 1902; A the
United States Vice-Consul General Babbit's observation was correct
as the farmerst lot/ was improved, and this improvement is still '/ ' •
'
on Hre- oourso .
1) " Fifty Years f New Japan" page 527
2) "Japan in the Beginning of the 20th. Century" page 112
3) "Financial and Economic Annals" page 12S-9
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Section 5,
Lack of Raw Materials.
T,he third consideration of obstacles in the industrial
progress ,«a*et "b o that of the lack of raw materials. Japan must
buy cotton from India, the United States, and China; iron ores from
China; pulp from Scandinavia; wool from Australia; and to feed her
industrial force she must buy foodstuffs from India, China and
the United States. How without all raw materials can Japan make
headway, as an industrial power, in competition with the far ad-
vanced mchine- shop workers of the West? This is a very con-
vincing argument to ordinary lay men, but
r
to the trained economists
and industrial leaders. Between China and Japan, the distance
is short , science of navigation is advanced, and the people are
K
willing to work, and the lack of mterials is only a small consider
-
i
ation to Japan to develope her industry. For Japan is in no
disadvantageous situation, when she is compared to England or
Germany, in the consideration of thoir freight coat. Moreover,
Japan has » prospective. fu tui? .a»ln cultivation of the Manchurian
1
wheat, which is said to be even better than Canadian. Manchuria
promises production of be^t-sugar ,raw wool, and minerals. In the
future the Hokaido forest aadzfclaazfaEastzaf will supply wood pulp,
and the forest of Formosa and of main island may feed the paper
mills of Japan with bamboo leaves. The time is not yet maturei
to discuss the result of the development of manufacturing industry
in China, India and South America, for such is »e*«-G£>ee^*»ft#d only
to Japan, but to all industrial nations of the West as well.
1) "Japan's Tn.sk after Peace" Okuma, Living Age , 1905 , Vol . 247
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Section 4.
Efficiency of the Working Men.
Efficiency of the laborers is a fourth and greater
consideration than the former three, in the direct relation to
manufacturing industry. Eighteen years ago, a British consul
repqted that" two men, six women and two children *arbe^*u£a& to be
I
in attendance on one pair of mules of eight hundred spindles each.
In England, one man and two boys would look after one oair of mules
1
of one thousand spindles each." This inefficiency 6f labor was
unavoidable at the stage of industrial infancy , and! it was recog-
nized by industrial leaders and statesmen, and in 1900, they revised
the primary school laws and established higher technical education
al schools in the important cities.
The absence of a permanent class of skilled labor was
due to two causes. The first is woman and cfliild labor, the second
b e-caugg^rf approximately the same daily wages were paid in the
earlier years to both skilled and unskilled. To overcome thfcse
defects various kinds of inducements have been offered to skilled
2
women workers, to remain in the industry , even after their marriage;
Child labor,- under twe live years old has beenme practically
impossible , because of the compulsory education, and the response
of the nation to this law, in sending 9"q percent of their children
3
of the school age.
The invariable nature of daily wages shown in the chart
No. 13 , until 1^94 was no inducement for wage earners to acquire
1 Miscellaneous Series No. 440,1R97,-
2) "Full Reconition of Japan" page
3) Nitobe's "Japanese Nation" page 138,

CHART No. 13
AVERAGE DAILY WAGES OF LABORERS
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skill^1**<> shiftl..^h(>mnol^»^ at their will from one industry an-
othp£ Hence no permanent class of skilled laborers pould^ built
up; the variablenessof wages for skilled and unskilled is the
only encouragement to industrial force to acquire and to retain
the training in each paticular line of manufacturing or other
vocation. If this argument is accepted, and a comparison be made
between the wages of 1894 and those of 1911, one would be convinced
that the efficiency of labor has been gradually increasing, even
industrial
if not in proportion to the rapid Adevelopment of the recent years
This natural inducement for laborers to acquire skill in order to
obtain better pay must be greatly emphasized by the increasing
cost of living as shown in the chart No. 14.
Forsighted statesmen and advanced industrial leaders
are keen to the fact that long hours, cheap wages, and unsanitary
conditions of working are detrimental to the advancement of effi-
&
ciency. In these ten years, evry mean; has been employed for the
purpose of increasing the efficiency of the working people.
Without rewarding these efforts in increasing efficiency, the recen
expansion of manufacturing industry would have been impossible;
the rising amount of export of manufactures may be regarded as
the afir index of the improving efficiecy of the industrial
workers of Japan.
Section 5.
Creative Quality of the Nation.
Efficiency of labor may be improved up to certain
standard by both artificial and natural s timul as ,but tcr change
inborn characteristics of a nation «-a»-4irffip4-}Tr^^
Before 1900, the popular notion of the characteristics of the

CHART No. 14
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1
Japanese was an" imitator" . Indeed it was impossible for any
one to observe any considerable degree of mechanical ability in
the latter part of the second transitional period, from a purely
agricultural to a manufacturing country. At that time,Japan must
have
Aappared to the Western people as an imitator, for the nation had
.just come out from the difficulties in the change of the methods
of production,- from domestic A to me-^haniee.1 factory. There was
no time for Japan^Jo spend energy in displaying their inventive
quality; the immediate demand of the time was to import all the
machines that they could possiblly use, in order to check the
imports of Western manufactures. Japan has been too busily
employed to allow the appearance of inventive genius but not with-
out sign to nullify the worlds common belief that the Japanese
are imitators.
The first locomotive made in Japan in 1893, was a succes
because o(- the lowness in consumption of coal
,
good-^hauling capacit
2 r
and steadiness. Railroad constructions , factory , machine shops,
and ship-building are operated by Japanese under native supervising
engineers; wireless telegrahgs and telephone were independently
invented, and other rapidly increasing scientific descoveries and
inventions in the recent years may be observed by the number of
patents applied for and granted, as shown in the chart No. 15.
2)British Consular Rep. Annual Series 1900
l)"In maney ©f their products the Japanese have shown great refine
ment of taste and great manual dexterity, in carrying out their
artistic conceptions
,
yet there is very little in their itttia
industrial products to indicate that they have ever possessed
any considerable degree of mechanical ability. Undoubtedly
artistic taste and skill applied to production, as in Prance,
tend to increased commercail value to wares, but artistic taste
and skill alone would not make a nation industrial leadership.
Industrial progress in so far as it consists in bringing th
forces of nature to work gratuitously for the satisfaction of
human wants, is largely the result of the activity of those
nations whose talents find their proper field in mechanical
invention and construction. "Prof . B.Moses , J .of Polit. Eco.Vol.V
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All of these evidences point toward the fourth stage of the in-
dustrial progress of Japan.
In spite 6f the progress made toward mechanical
invention during the last decade, Japan is still importing annually
100 million yen's worth of machinery of various kinds; she has b
Been putting forward every effort to equip her machine shop3,but
is not destined to make great progress in the near future, not
because the Japanese have no constructive talent but because the
demand for every kind of machine is limited,both at home and in
China. Here is the principal reason, why we forward od in Uwr
previous occassion, that t*ie importation of machinery into Japan
if
must continue for some time to come. But even this is admit-
ted, we can bot agree with Professor Moses, when he said, in 1897,
that" A nation without more mechanical talent than Japan has thus
far displayed , relying on other nations for its mechanical const-
ructions, is likely in the course of time to be obliged to use
inferior machinery,... as compared with those nations who^sj
gen^cus for invention leads them constantly to make improvement
1
in their mechanical appliances." For so far as machine shops
and industries that employ machinery for production remain in the
hand of different concerns, it must be their advantage to make
offers independently to foreign buyers. Ahe machine shops can
never suspend their operation even for an hour, to the benefit of
their neighboring cotton mills, when they could sell their machines
to others. If, therefore, the Japanese captain of industry could
only be alert enough, they would easily overcome the difficulties
1) Journal of Political Science Vol- VI .jo
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W ' ' ' A
arsin<T from the lack of machine shops at home. Under the present
an
circumstances , it may be said , for the time being, it is Aeconomy
fo^ Japan, to spend her ingenuity in adopting Western machines,
rather/than to devote it for new invention. It was adoption
and not imitation that J apan has been endeavoring ever since
ahe got access to the machine of the West. "It is a great
mistake to look upon the Japanese as a nation of imitators. iheir
most important quality of mind is adoption. They are students
of applied mKstosnsxEx industry and the things they purchase must
adopted to their wants, to the habits, and characteristic of their
1
people while of the best modern style."
Section 6.
Low Business Ethics.
In the discussion of obstacles of the commercial
progress of Japan, one thing that should not be left out from our
investigation is frhoir business ethics. Japanese merchants have
been most severly criticised by the world; whether or not they
really deserved such public condemnation, has been discussed by
both natives and foreigners. But unfortunately , so far as my own
investigation concerns, all those pros and cons arguments are
either biased or f^a^gmental. nence to employ this opportunity
to reveal the causes which led to the severjf7 criticism, and to see
the national effort to promote the status of their merchants,
should be an appropriate undertaking.
The firfct excuse that is made in defending the low
business morality by natives and foreigners is, that the effect of
the GQste|system existed in old feudalism, that the Sumurai ' s class
at the head and which was the only class that appreciated honor
1) Monthry Consular Report .December , 1906
—^n,;u v;—.L.,^.^'. =
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and responsibility. It was true that so called despised commer-
cial transactions and money matters were left to the merchants
class. But it is not true that all merchants were dishonest.
There were many creditable business concerns, to whom both central
and local governments entrusted their financial afairs. *'rom
them the governments bought all necessities. Theyknew that
honesty was the best policy, and to be called a creditable or
reliable concern was the best advertisement of their business.
Therefore , the dishonor of the Japanese merchants lies else-where.
Indeed, it was thoroughly organized and highly trusted
concerns that suffered most at# the sudden change ,>^ .ad n ua-%-^tbe»-
-irel>e^To'~t1^^ Some of them perished , others were
slow to reorganize their traditional aystem of business transactio?
and only very few could be benefitted by the abrupt disorganizatiot
of commerce. In other words, the most trusts-worthy concerns were
unfitted to grasp the new opportunity , because the sudden change of
their system meant to them a perilous result. Thus they were
unable to upheld their honor as traders and to display it at
timely opportunity.
On the other hand, petty unreliable money-hunting
merchants rushed into the field of gains. They were not legiti-
mate traders , but" gamblers'^^ trade: they flocked into the treaty
ports, and there they opened business relations with the foreign
merchants, o* they were employed as " Banto " ,- intermedialies
between foreign merchants and native business houses. All the
merchants of the country knew that they are not trustworthy , how
then could we expect the resident foreigners to accept them as
honorable merchants or reliable bantos? #ut they were the only
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class of people that foreigners could deal with,- here lies the
root of the world's cry fb r dishonesty of the Japanese merchants.
The third consideration i3 the native interpreters.
They were composed of the same class of people, as that of banto
.
They awaited the coming of foreign tourfcists to profit themselves
not only from the legitimate payment for their service, but by
compelling native merchants to pay unreasonable amount of comm-
isson,for their services, in patronizing them to sell their goods
to foreigners. In this way hundreds o^- innocent native merchants
won the name of disgrace from foreign visitors.
In the third place
,
foreign business houses must .fthare
a proper protion as ori,nators and teachers of dishonesty in busin-
ness transaction. Mr. Buyei ,Nakano , the President of the Tokyo
Chamber of Commerce testified that " In export transactions foreigr
merchants would often obtain delivery of the whole comsignment,
and after afew days, declare the contract annulled, on some pretext
or other, thus making these transactions almost unbearable to the
1 ,
Japanese merchants." The shrewld native merchants followed
their examples in the transaction of importing goods , through those
foreign merchants who taught them how to deal with the situation.
The fourth cause is credited to the employment of
Chinese compradors or more properly called interpreters ,by residenl
foreign merchants. No doubt they were a usefull instrumentality,
in the promotion of the foreign commerce of Japan,but at the same-
time, a detriment to the honor of the legitimate Japanese traders
2
as much as these Chinese were lovers of profit.
1) Fifty Years of New Japan, page G24, Vol. II.
2) Journal of Society of Art, March, IB 69.
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The fifth and more recent cause is the cosideration
put forth by closer observers , that th«A merchants are gradually
wining the greater share of foreign trade; in 1883 their share
was only 14 percent of total export, and 5 percent of total import; '
at present, they handle 40 percent of export and 60 percent of
import. ( see the chart No. 16 ) In other words the Japanese
foreign trade has been changing from passive to active stage.
It has lead to the fact that some of the petty foreign commission
houses in Japan have been obliged to quit Japan,because they were
unable to get a lion's share of profit in dealing with Japanese
foreign trade, in competition with the native merchants. And it
is natural for them to express rather unfavorable opinions against
the Japanese merchants , their rival and winner of the competition.
The so-called lowness of business ethics when examined i
closely, is in no sense an inherent characteristics of all the
Japanese traders,but only a product of an excessive period of
transition. Business morality is rapidly improving, many noble s
are now leaders of commercial concerns ,many leading business men
have been awarded decorations and ennobled. They are sending
out the ministers of Finance, and Commerce and Agriculture from
their very class. Old reliable stores have become adjusted to
the Western system of trabssction. The ^anto's class is rapidly
losing its positions , and the dishonest interpreters are being
displaced by upright ones
,
guranteed by the Japanese Welcome
Society of Tokyo.
The recent rapid expansion of foreign trade, made throug i
the efforts of native concerns, must be a good evidence to prove
the success of their endeavor to regain the commercial honor of
Japan.
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CHART No. 16
'HARES of FOREIGN TRADE of JAPAN CONDUCTED by
; FOREIGN AND JAPANESE MERCHANTS.
Much of the foreign trade of Japanese merchants is being
done with Eastern countries , but the returns show that they
are also making large gains in the West." U.S. Consular Report
reprinteld in "Commercial Japan" Statistic Bureau, 1904
Information after 1900 is unobtainable from the available
materials; the percentage of 1909 is from "Full Recognition
of Japan" page
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CHAPTER IV.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE COMMERCE .
Section 1.
Geographical Distribution.
A glance at the chart No. 17 will show the importance
of Japanese commerce with the Eastern countries. Japan buys
foodstuffs and raw materials mostly from India and China, and in
turn sells them her manufactures. The balance of trade with
them is, in general , slightly against Japan. The next striking
feature is the vast amount of imports from Europe , -mostly from
England and Germany, compared with the exports to Europe. Japan
sells them, -to the Europe, about one half of the amount of her
purchases from them. The best customer of Japan is America,
and America means to Japanese commerce theUnited States. Up to
the present time, the balance due to Japan from the United States
was paid to Europe. This is due to the American consumption
of Japanese raw silk, and the small amount of American manufacture^
in the Oriental trade. Sinee 19 10, however, a desided change has
been brought about in this relation. The increasing purchases
by Japan of American raw cotton in the past few years is remarkable
They rose from 17 million yen im 1910 to 65 million yen in 1912:
this changed the former trade relation. The Japanese cotton
industry will demand more American products as the manufacturing
advances and the opening of the Panama Canal offers cheaper
transportation rates. In the very near future, the exports of
Japan to the United States will at least equal, if not exceed, the
imports from the United States. Hencejt will follow, that

CHART N8. 17
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Japan must seek some other markets for her exports. If ahe is
able to succeed in such an undertaking , then the geographical
distribution of her foreign trade must be changed, and if any
change of the trade relation is to take place.it must be with
Asia,- the change will be dependent upon the industrial develop-
ment at home;upon this, the future of .Japanese commerce depends.
Hence to discuss the characteristics of the Japanese commerce,
it is necessary to reveal the past development
,
present condition,
and future tendency of the Japanese industry in general; this we
will take up in the following section.
Seetion 2.
industry o£ Japan.
a-- Agriculture.
The total area of arable land in Japan is only about
16 percent ( or 13,150,000 acres ) of the total area of the country
1
this small percentage is due to the roughness of the land. On the
other hand about 60 percent of the total population (53, 000, 000)
2
constitutes farming community of the Empire. This a/Fct 3hows
without comment the size of the farms; fifty-five percent of the
agricultural families , cultivates less than two acres each; thirty
percent of them cultivates two to three and three-quarter acres;
the remaining fifteen percent possesses three and three-quarter
3
acres or more. Moreover this small acerrage consists of little
pieces of land scattered here and there, and presents a great
variety agricultural industry. This small size of the farm and
the numbers of the farming population will at once suggest at
1) see the diagram No. 1.
2)Japan in the Beginning of the 20th. Century, page 113
3) Science ,New Series, Vol. XX., Page 313
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once suggests the most intensive cultivation and the necessity of
obtaining as many crops from each plot, per year, as possible.
Indeed, one third of the total tillable area isb utillized for the
1
cultivation of two staple crops ayear.
The productiveness of land is very different in differ©
ent localities; for example from eighteen to fourty bushels of
rice per acre. w It is believed that the productiveness of land
has been decreasing since the tenth century, and that 1 while the
entire area devoted to crops has doubled during that time, the
2
crop itself has increased only about one half I
Japan has been and still is an agricultural nation in
spite of her little arable land and her fifty-five millions of
people. Indeed, Japan is a farming country, but as we have seen
in various connections , the nation has been short of food, for these
twenty-five years. To regain the productiveness of the soil,
various kinds of fertilizers were imported, and to supply the
immediate necessity of the people , foodstuffs were imported, from
abroad. The amount of these purchases in the last ten years
reached the surprising sum of one billion yen, as shown in
chart N . IB .
The annual production of rice and wheat increased in an
appreciable degree in the last twenty years, (see the chart No. 12
3
as the result of th^ unreserved use of fertilizers, tbe addition
4
of the new areas for cultivation, and the application of the
1) Unvailed East, page 36
2) Industrial transition of Japan, page 36
3) Total of native and imported fertilizers used in 1912 was valued
at $ 104,425,093. Daifcy Consular Report (U.S.) 1913 January,
9
See for the amount of fertilizers imported on the chart No
since 1900.
4) Reclaimed area, since 1R93 is about 750,000 acres . -Japi n at the
Beginning of the 20th. Century, page 104 and the Aramaai Finan-
cial and Economic Annual of Japan , XIII
,
page 46.
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advanced science of agriculture. The chart No. shows the great
annual fluctuations of rice crops; the extreme cases are 160 millio i
bushels of ]897 and 260 million in 1909. This great fluctuations
is due to natural cayses,- such as typhone.too acanty or too abun-
dant rainfall, and destruction by insects. However the science
of agricuture may advance, we can not admit the possibility of the
prevention of the damages due to the natural environement , and hencel,
we may safely conclude , that Japan will never be able to become a
self-sufficient agricutural nation.
But still we must consider the fact that more then thirty
millions of people are engaged in this extractive industry, and if
the staple crop of food alone constituted their total remuneration,
Japan would long ago have been reduced to a most wretched condition
Such a result was forseen by native schalors and statesmen of new
Japan, and to avoid such an out- come , other occupations were en-
couraged. Among them sericulture and tea industries are the
prominent ones.
Peculiar as it may seem, Japan now of the formost silk
producing nations of the world, at the beginning of the new era,
she did not produce enough silk even for home consumption. In
1872, for the firfet time , sericulture as a science was intr&duced
1
through the medium of the World's Fair at Vienna, Austria . The
government laboratory was erected, silk worms were freed from
deseases,and a model filature was established. Silk production
rose from the insignificant amount <fiT 2500,000 pounds in 1879 to
more than 28,000,000 pounds in 19 12 (exclusive of waste silk), and
the value of the product exported whs 200 million yen, constituting
1)Japan in the Beginning of the 20th. Century, page 156
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about two third of the total exports for latter year.
This side-line of the Japanese farmers has grown in
importance by reason of the increasing world's consumption of silk
and the recent rapid improvement in the production as shown on
the chart No. 19 . The second branch of this class of industry
is that of tea cultivation but unlike the case of silk and in spitb
of the popularity of Japan tea, and the improvements made in the
method of production, and of marketting, the industry is a declining
one, from the stand point of the foreign trade. In the last twenty
years preceding 1912, although the value of exports increased from
8 million yen to 13,500,000 yen; the volume decreased from 50
1
million to 38 million pounds. This result is ofcourse due to
the development of the tea industry in Ceylon and India. To com-
pete, in America and elsewhere, with this British Indian products
became impossible owing to the increased cost of production in
2
Japan,- due to the rise of the wages of the laborers.
This decline of export is to be regretted if it is
viewed from the stand point of the tea industry itself ,but from
the stand point of the national industry in general, the case is
different. For, if we accept the official view of the cause of
3
this decline of export,- namely increased cost of production,
then it may be said that in Japan there are other industries
which would employ land , capital , and labor more profitably than
tea cultivation.
1) F>ee the chart No.
2) Japan at the beginning of the 20th. Century, page 157
3) ibid

CHART No
EXPORTATION and PRODUCTION of
RAW 1 SILK: in QUANTITY.
( exclusive of waste silk
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Section £b.
Forestry
.
Forestry in Japan has not been developed to such an
extent as to be considered an independent industry,but is engaged
in here and there by farmers owning lends which has on it a
natural growth of trees. Almost sixty percent of the total land
area of Japan is covered by forest, The practical advantage
of having such a large area devoted to the growth of trees, was
recognized by wise rulers and statesmen in various ages from
ancient time down to the feudal period, and great care was taken
to preserve them. But during the years of transition to the neir
Empire, the government negrected thr protection of the forests,
and the result was vary injurious to the country. The nation
however, was soon forced to recognize the necessity of proper
protection, and the science of forestry is now applied under effi-
cient administration all over the woo-land.
The value of the forest products, in 1911, according to
the official estimate amounted to 139 million yen, and forestry
was regarded as one of the most prospectiveindustries of the futur<
In spite of the great area and the efforts advanced toward 'scien-
tific management, th r product never grew to be an important item
of export, because of home consumption,- Japan prefers charcoal
stoves for heating, and wood as fuel for cooking, the constraction
to
of houses Awhich wood adopted itself most readily to the types
in which the Japanese excel. Yet the preservation of forests
involves a more important consideration,- prevention of flood and
denudation of soil. The forest as a source of water ,navigation
would be profitted little, but for water power it must play an
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important roles in the development of industry and transportation.
Besides these well known functions of the forest, in case of Japan
there are two more important considerations. One is its aesthe-
tic value,- the influence of natural ewvironement on artistic
taste and intelectual development on one hand, and on the other,
the natural "beauty as an inducement to foreign tourist. The
former consideration has "been one of the most important factors
in the production of artistic goods, in which Japan is renouned in
the world's markets. The latter will invite the inflow of specie
into the country which is quite necessary to counterebalance the
exvess on importation. The second is its economic value,
-
namely, the dependence of the coast-wise fishing industry upon the
river currents. Deforestation dries up rivers and the loss of
the river currents means the des traction of the fishing industry.
The development and welfare of the fishing industry
,
just like that;
of agriculture in Japan, is an important consideration in relation
to her foreign trade. For the decline of this industry will not
only check exportation of its products, but also must cause the
imports of some sorts/of animal food from out-side.
Section 2c.
Fishing.
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing are each in close
relation and interdependent in some respect or other. If agri-
culture is regarded as the most most important of the three, the
latter two may be said to be subsidiary to the first. A hard and
fast line can not be drawn in the marking the division of the
people engaging in these linos of vocation. This is specially
true in Japan where forest owners are usually farmers and where
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the fisher-men are farmers also. In 190R the men engaged ex-
clusively in fishing industry were 810,000 and those who are
partly employed 930,000. In this respect , Professor Porter says
that since 1903, their numbers have decreased 121,000 and expresses
his regret of this result , crediting the decrease of number to the
scanty reward, and little or no improvment, in the interest of
fishermen. But he disregarded the fact of the economic advantage
when more fish are caught by fewer men having greater capital. H,
He must admit that the improvement lies in this fact in order to
1
avoid any pesmistic view.
The physio graphical condition of the country,- its hilly-
ness tends to cause the people to settle near the sea,J*romthe
earliest time dorm to the present ,J-apan has been dependent on the
waters for her staple animal food, and the large portion of mine-
ral food, -salt. Centuries ago the J apanese developed the
2
fishing industry of the country, to a very high degree," but not
contented with this they have within our time , superimposed upon
and adopted to their own well-nigh perfect fisheries , all that is
best and most useful in those of other nations, so that today
fishing with Japanese is more than a mere industry, it is almost
3
a fine art."
1) Full Recognition of Japan, paj;e 29.7
2) Hon. Smith National Geographical Magazine Vol. XV-XVI 1904
3) ibid,- Estimated annual products of fishery of England is
500,000 tone, of the United States , 1000 ,000 tons, of Japan
3000,000 tons.
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But in fact, Japan deserves this highly regarded comment
onl$ in the cane of coast-wise fishery. '•here is yet a greater
possibility of developing ,the deep-sea fishery. Modern methods
and the employment of sea worthy ships are encouraged by the
government , and the people are now beginning to be interested but
capital is still hesi tating, owing to some what venturesomeness of
the industry and the presence of more attractive fields of invest-
ment. Annual production and its relation to export tarde may be
seen tn the chart NG . oo
.
Section 2d.
fining of J apan.
Through out the history of human activity , mine products
of one sort or another have occupifie a prominent place. It is
not erroneous to assume that mining is a great factor in the .
progress of an industrial and commercial nation of the future.
Hence we must have a place for the mining industry of J apan, before
we come to the discussion of the modern manufacturing development
of the empire.
By the end of 1911, there were about 9800 mines in Japan
1
proper, and they occupide an area of over 2000,000 acres. The
value of the product in the same year reached 105,3 60,000 yen,-
2
60 percent of which was shared by coal and 25 percent by copper.
The progress of the mining industry and the annual volume of the
principal mineral products are shown on the chart No. 21. Among
the seven chief minearls of Japan, sulpher and copper are abundant,
3
and already constitute export items. Though the out put of silve:
1) "Financial and Economic Annals" page 57-61
2) ibid.
3) In 19 12, export of sulpher amounted 1745,000 and copper 25,000,
000. yen,-
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CHART No. 20
PRODUCTION and
EXPORTS of FISHERY
and MARINE ' INDUSTRY.
( exclusive of silt)
Uotal Amount
Fishes (Caught)
Marine products
Exported Value
1
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CHART No. 21

and gold Is increasing in quantity, tho general conviction is that
Japan contrary to the common belief , of the former times has not
been nn<& will not be a gold producing country. Hence we should
withdraw ourselves from the consideration of these precious metals,
by reason of their scantimess and their relatively unimportanfce
as a direct means o^i developing modern manufacturing industry.
The three remaining minerals, iron, coal and petroleum
must each have its reserved place for discussion; so we shall
consider them separately and some what in detail. One thing that
is always regreted by the industrial leaders of new Japan, is the
fact that there are no iron mines of any considerable deposit,
although there is an abundance of rich iron sand. The foundry
work of the country is a quite recent development , dating back to
189 6, and was started as a government industry. By the time of
establishing Muroran foundry, the United States Consul General at
Yokohama reported the following quotation as an opinion of a
prominent iron interest , that H My strong impression is that the
iron ore resources of this country are quite inadequate for such
development as she is planing. I believe that 1 am safe insaying
that the new steel pla.nt at Wuroran will be dependent on foreign
sources for its ore, even more than the present plant at Watematsu,
which draws over eighty percent from China. Kamaishi smelts has
practically all its own ore with an annual out-put of pig of about
40,000 tons. I really do not know to what extent the Kamaishi
out-put of ore may be increased , but judging from wfcxfc all I can
hear the deposit has definit limitations , and is probably doing
about all now it can be hoped to do. ^umbers of "contact
deposits" known to exi^t in Rikuchu Province is evidently the
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largest known and most accessible; the typo of the deposit is at
1
best erratic and unreliable."
This prediction concerning to the prosperity of the
Muroran Foundry was correct, so far as the result ,up to the
present time, is concerned. '^'he total annual out-put of iron and
steel of Japan at present is less than seventy million tons, or
two million yen and half in its value. The consumption of iron
and steel, in their various forms, runsup to nearly sixty million
p
yen in 1912. Japan must develope her iron foundry work, and
Japan has no available iron ore mines. This industry is as if
dead locked, but the dependence of the government foundry at
Wakamatsu and Muroran shops upon the Chinese ores is not the sign
of a pe amis tic future for the Japanese iron industry. For, the
tendency both past and present, in selecting the location for the
making of iron and steel in the United states,and elsewhere ,has
been to carry iron ores to coal mines , because of the saving of
transportation costs. The "transportation charges of ores from
Lake Superior mines to blast fu^neces at Pittsburg, or even to the
lake points must not be appreciably less
,
perhaps more than the
same item from the Yangtze of China to Wakamatsu or Muroran.
Even disregarding the fact of the carrying of the Chinese ores
across the Pacific, a healthy development of iron and steel
1) Monthry Consular Report (U.S.) July 1908
2) see the chart No. 22
3) The contrudt was made in 19 10,between a steel company operating
on the Pacific coast of the United States, and the Ta Yen iron
mines od the Yangtze Kiang River, to take annually for the next
five years 3<%000 tons of pig iron and 3r,,000 tons of iron ore,
both to be made into finished products.- Bndustrial and Commer-
cial geography" Russel Smith, page 354
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industry in Japan must result. The abundance of coal, the ad-
vancement in skill of the workers and the managing ability of the
entrepreneur will forward the progress. it may in the way of
employing profitably the abundant home deposits of iron hk sand
for production , the industry in the Empire will be revolutionized.
At any rate the efforts of the nation along these lines must be
rewarded and it is ^KEksps hop^d that the supply at some date
before long will be sufficient for home consumption. In accor-
dance with consideration of minerals as factor of the modern
manufacturing industry , coal as a motive power, is perhaps, mor e
important than iron, Fortunately , co? 1 is found every where in
Japan. '-'he deposits are of all varieties
,
peat lignite , bituminous
anthracite and graphite.
According to the government atatistics , the total
estimated area of coal deposit is about 1150,000 ac^tfs,of which
17^,000 ac£$s are actually employed in the process of annual
1
production o£ IP, 000, 000 tons of coal. Next to coal, petroleum
should be considered , fori its demand increased surprisingly.
The present annual consumption is about 3500,000 barrels , valued
at 25 million yen. This large amount is used not only for light-
ing and heating, but also for protecting cultivated areas from
the ravages of insects. About one half o^ the recent consumption
is supplied by home mines. If the rate of progress is kept up
it will not be long before the home out-put becomes sufficient
to meet the demand of the country. ^remarkable progress has
been made in the Kerosene - refininh industry, and home product
2
is in no sense , inferior to that of Americe.
l) "Financial and Economic Annals" page 57
2) U.S. Monthly Consular Report 19 08, page 116
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Section 2e.
Manufacturing Industry.
In the preceding discussion, we have seen the past, the
present and the future of agriculture, forestry fishing and
mining. but none of these industries promisses indendenti-y to
perforin any important office in the further economic progress of
new Japan. If they should aid in building a new industrial and
commercial power in the far East, it would be in an indirect way
and as a supplement to manufacturing and trade. The future
expansion of the Japanese trade is wholly dependent upon the deve-
lopment of the machine industry at home; we must give sepcial
attention to its improvemnt.
The industrial revolution in modern Europe was the
out-come of a gradual evolution of both intellect and science,
whereas in modern Japan the sudden political and social revolution
compelled the producers to adopt new methods of production in a
short period of time. The change in the consumption of manufa-
ctured goods demanded the industrial revolution in Japan. ft A
new class of consumers with widely different tastes had been
suddenly called into existence. They asked for the thing about
1 "
which the native producers knew nothing ,and were unable to supply.
Cheap cotton and woolen goods were thrown upon the market by
2
foreign, merchants; native looms suspended production. The
government had no power to save home industries from this disaster,
since the nation adopted the policy of free trade upon the insis-
tence of treaty powers. The industrial revolution had to be
1) S Okuma, No American Review. tfov. 1900
2) Rein "Industry in Japap" page 381
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brought about at once; the new situation demanded it. The gene-
ral craze of the people for every thing European , caused the throw-
ing out of the skilled artisans from their domestic work shops.
Under such circumstsnces the nation could hardly appreciate the
value of a free trade policy such as that advanced by Professor
Roscher that a nation in possession of political independence,
should adopt in order to stimurate internal development and there-
by increase commerce ami with out si<ffe world, for M such freedom
Willi 'Cause the influences of the incentives .wants and means of
satiafaction of higher civilization to be felt soonest in that
1
country."
The theory here advanced by Pro fessor Roscher has been
well proved in Japan, but it is a dangerous policy for a nation to
adopt it without regarding the economic development of the country.
For a nation may demand new things, and her standard of civilization
be
may^lifted up, and at the aame time, she may be reduced to a position
economically dependent on the out-side world. This economic
dependence may result in the loss of her political independence,
which may mean the destruction of the happiness and the welfare
of the nation. Hence, if a nation like Japan, adopted the free
tradepolicy , it should be willing to sacrifice its immediate
interest for the benefit of the future generation; every sacrifice
must be made by the nation to promote the national industry and
commerce, at least in proportion to the demand for new foreign goods
and the advancement of the atandard of living.
1) Roscher ."Political Economy" page *35 Vol. II
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Fortunately for new Japan,both the government and the
people were conscious of the requirement of the time. Satisfied
with their new lot^,the displaced skilled artisans went to work
to brinp; about the industrial revolution. Yet, there was no
adequate system of transportation.no available capital, no knowledge
of modern machine production. For twenty years they made little
or no progress, and up to 1888, Japan continued to buy manufactures
from abroad. Frote that year to the end of 189 6, she bought
machines to the amount of fifty million yen and in addition to
this constructed a large quantity of them for herself from foreign
1
models. Thus three decades were consumed by the nation, with
much sacrifice and patience, to lay a firm foundation for the
future development of its industry. The statesmen and industrial
leaders of those days of new Japan should recieve due admiration
for their efforts in bringing about the revolution in the methods
of production, in spite of the unfavorable economic environement
,
scantiness of raw materials, and laborers wholly unacquainted
with machinery.
During the next eight years from 189 6 to 1904, the i
importation of machinery into Japan amounted approximately to one
hunderd million yen; and the iron and steel , imported in their
various forms, was about one hundred and seventy million yen.
Capital invested in the industrial undertakings of the coporate
form rose from one hundred million yen in 1896 to two hundred
million yen in 1904. The annual consumption of coal advanced fron
four to nine million tons in the same period. These give a
fair index to the industrial progress made up to 1904, and it may
regarded as the third stage of the manufacturing expansion. In
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In the next yearn from 1905 to 1912, the country made
marvelous strides. During thin period, the importation of machine
amounted to three hundred million yen; the annual consumption of
coal went up from nine to more than fifteen million tons; invested
capital rose from less than two hundred to more than seven hundred
million yen. This fourth stage of progress is still in its
course of advancement , as shown on the charts No. 23. and 24.
The manufactures of^the country naturally fall
into two main groups , namely the imrovement made to the native
industry, and the adoption of some of the Western industries , new
to the country. The former includes such—as silk and cotton-
woven goods .Japanese paper .porcelain and earthen wares .matting
laquered wares .straw-bnaids , and other artistic goods. The latter
1 2 5, ti 4
embraces matches , knitting wares, sugar-refining, European towels,
5 6
brushes , but ton', soaps
,
woolensiparasoles
,
lamps
,
European papers
,
celluloid , cement , window-glass , rubbers , imitation leathers , and lastly
to the surprise of the West, the linnen manufactures. Linnen^s
bought from Ireland and made into collars and cuffs , embroidered
table cloth etc., and senting back to • the Western (amrkets , - largely
to the United States.
7) U.S.Monthry Consular Report Feb. 1907
6) Export in 1912 was about 60,000 yen msotly to Europe and U.S.
1)Japan is now supplying th home market and exporting to Oriental
countries to the amount of 12 million yen
2) In Japana special machine has been invented my toanufacturers
.
at the pri^e* of one German machine, five or six Japanese -made
machines can be purchased .while Japanese machine truns out about
twice the quantity of work produced by German machines,- namely,
a little over eight one quater pounds a day, agaist four one
eighth pounds. As to the knitting, a Japanese can produce three
times the quantity produced by an Indian. The only drawback of
Japanese work is that it is inferior in quality when compared
with that produced by German machines" - U.S.Monthry Consular
Report , March, 1909 . The amount of export was 7,360,000 yen in
1912.
3) Almost all refining is done at home and the amount of expofct of
refined sugar in 1912 was R477.000 yen
4] Amount of export in 1912 was 2160,000 yen
,
Fi)3Ynnrt l-.Q£..i.oQ.t.hbrashf?s alone amounted in 191 2 1.000.000 yen,tnU^
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Further ennumeration of these two groups of industries is shown
in the charts No? • 25. 26,27.
Section '3.
1
Classification of Exports and Imports.
The outcome of the investigation, made hereto-fore,
concerning various features of all industries , would lead us to the
formation of apretty definite idea of the commercial development
in accordance with the internal economic development of Japan.
•But for the sake of ^oiear understanding, let us venture to classify
the exports and imports of the Empire.
The production of foodstuffs is increasing, through big
annual importations of fertilizers to the amount of fifty million
yen. Not withstanding of this increase Japan is unable to feed
her population, at present, nor will she be able to do so in the
future. Her annual importation of foodstuffs amounts to about
2
fifty million yen, (see the charts No. I # ),
1) Imports of Fertilizers.
Oil cakes. . .from, British India 1,000,000 yen
China 26,000,000
Chemical
fertilizers. .from United States
& Germany (?) 22,000,000
2) Imports of Foodstuffs.
Rice from British India 18,000,000
French-Indo -China. . . .8,000,000
Siam 3 ,000,000
Beans from China 8,000, 000
Wheat from United States 1 , 500 , 000
Sugar from 0utch-lndies 14 , 000 , 000
Philippines 1 , 000 ,000
The production of silk and its amount of exportation
are rapidly increasing. The exportation of raw silk alone reached
160 million yen in 1912. (see the chart No. )
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The Important Buyers of Japanese Silk.
The United States 115,000,000 yen
France 18 , 000 , 000
Italy 14 ,000,000
Russia 2,500 ,000
The tea industry is recovering from its decline, when
viewed from the standpoint of home demand. As an exporting
item, it never regained, nor can hardly expect to regain its former
position. The present amount of export is about fourteen million
yen. (see the chart No. 11)
She Qhief Buyers of Japanese Tea.
The United States 12,000,000 yen
British America 1,000,000
Forestry is quite an important industry at home, and
contributes materially to the development of the other national
industries ,but its place is an insignificant one from the stand-
point of foreign trade. Its present amount of export is less
than three million yen. It consists of boards , -mostely used
for the packing of tea, and railway ties. The lattergoes to
China and the United States, and the former to the United States.
The camphor exported is valued at about three million yen and
goes to Europe and the United States.
The fishery and marine industry have occupj^dV a promi-
nent place in the home markets, but their share in the foreign If
trade is just beginning to develope. The annual amount of
export is about ten million yen. (see the chart No. 20)
The chief buyer of fish and see weeds of Japan is ofcourse China;
fish oil is sold to European countries to the amount of two millior
yen.

The products of mining industry may treated separately.
There is no iron ore mine of any importance; Japan is importing
ores from China, and iron and steel in their various forms from
other countries to the amount of 60 million yen annually . (see the
chart No. 22.
Japan's Purchases of Iron from,
Sreat Britain 12,500,000 yen
Germany 10 , 000 , 000
The United States 9,500,000
Belgium 3 , 500 , 000
The petroleum industry has been developing very rapidly,
hut the out-put is supplying only one half of the home demand.
The annual importation of oil amounts to about 13 million yen. (
(see the chart No. 21.
Japan's Imports of Petroleum from,
$utch Indies 4,000,000 yen
The United States 9,000,000
Coal is abundant in the country, and the annual out-put
reached 18 million tons in 1911. The value of exportation is
about 20 million yen, the volume being about 3 million tons, (see
the charts No. 24.
The Qhief Buyers of Japanese Coal
China 7,000,000 yen
Hongkong 5 , 000 , 000
Streight Settlements .. 3 ,000 , 000
Philippines 2,000,000
Sulpher is abundant, but the total amount of export is
less thr.n two million yen. (see the chart No. 21)
Copper is also mined abundantly; its out-put reached
53,000 tons in 19 12, and the exported amount was 25 million yen.
( see the chart No. 21)
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The Chief Buyers of Japanese Copper.
Great Britain 5,000,000 yen
China 5,000,000
prance 4,000 ,000
The United States 4,000,000
Hongkong 3 , 500 , 000
Germany 2,000,000
The output of silver was about 5 million ounces, and the
production of gold 170 thousand ounces in 1911. Japan is far
from being a gold and silver producing country. ( see the chart
No. 21)
The development of the manufacturing industry may be
observed in the following table,
-
1900 1911
Amount of capital invested
in the coporate form of
industrial organization 160,000,000 yen ... .700 ,000 ,000 yen
Consumption of coal 5,000,000 tons . . . . 15 , 000 , 000 tons
Exportation of
Manufactured 17,000,000 yen 200,000,000 yera
The Main Manufactures and The Chief Buyers are,
Manufactured Silk
a) Silk Tissues 27,000,000 yen
b) Silk Handkerchiefs ^,000,000
To.. Germany 0,000,000
Great Britain. .. 6,000,000
British India ... 6 , 000 ,000
The United States 4,500,000
Austria 2,000,000
Porcelain and Earthenwares. ... 5, 500,000
To.. United States ... 2, 500 ,000
Cooton Goods
a) Yarns 54,000,000
b) Knittings 7,000,000
c) Towels 2,000,000
To.. China 50,000,000
Hongkong 6 , 000 , 000
British India. .. .4,000 ,000
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Straw and Wood-chip Braids 17,000,000 yen
To.. United States 6,000,000
Great Britain 5,000,000
Germany 2 , 500 , 000
Prance 2, 500 ,000
Mats and Mattings 4,000,000
To.. United States 3,000,000
Matches 12,000 ,000
To . . China 6 , 000 , 000
Hongkong 3 , 000 , 000
British India 2,000,000
European style umbrellars and parasols are sent to
Oriental countries to the amount of 1500,000 yen; lacquer wares
to Europe and America about 1000,000 yen; refined sugar to China
about 8500,000 yen.
To manufacture some of the articles , above enumerated,
and for goods for home consumption, Japan imports the following
raw materials.
Importation of Rav/ Materials.
Indigo from Germany 2,000,000 yen
Raw Cotton 200,000,000
from British India 103,000,000
United States 55,000,000
China 19,000,000
Egypt 5,000,000
French-Indo -China 2,000,000
Flax, Hemp, Jute, and China-grass 7 ,000 ,000
from Philippines 4.000,000
China 2,000,000
British India 1,000,000
Wool 13,000,000
from Australia 8,000,000
Great Britian 7,000,000
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Japan's Principal Imports of Manufactured Goods.
Sole|LeJher from United States 1,000,000 yen
Co$ton Goods. .. .from Great Britain 3,000,000
Woolen Cloth 7,000,000
from Great Britain 5,000,000
« Germany 1,000,000
Printing Paper 3,000,000
from Great -Britain 1,000,000
Germany 1,000,000
Railway Rolling Stock , . . . .4,000,000
from Germany 1,500,000
n United States 1,000,000
Steam Boilers & Engines ... from Great Britain 1,500,000
If the above statement of imports and exports is
summarized, the following reault is obtained:
Exports and Imports of Japan.
Exports
Agricultural Products ... 70 , 000 , 000 yen 210,000,000 yen
Manufactures 70,000,000 " 200,000,000
Marine Products 25,000,000, " 60,000,000
Mine praducts 35,000,000 " 50,000,000
Miscellaneous 000, 000 " 10,000,000
Imports
•
Raw Cotton GO, 000, 000, " 200,000,000
Manufactured Cotton 25,000,000 " 10,000,000
Raw Wool 4,000,000 " 15,000,000
Woolens 16.000,000 " 17,000,000
Metals and Machinery 48 , 000 , 000 M 120,000,000
Foodstuffs and
Fertilizers 56,000,000 " 114,000,000
Miscellaneous 83,000,000 M 142,000,000
Special attention should be paid to the rapidly increa-
sing imports of raw cotton, and the reduction in the amount of
importing cotton .^oods in tho past ten years. The former tendency
is due to the rapid progress of tho Japanese cotton industry and
iJiB^&xportat4a«.", -exports of cotton goods aa»u«*e*(fl2 t 888,000 yen

in 1912. The latter is due to the gradual supplanting of coase
foreign cotton goods bjz native manufactures ; and at present, only-
finer grade in still being impor t^ed , in the production of which,
in spite of improvements , Japan is still behind British manufacturer?
The following charts would be valuable for further
investigation in the study of exports and imports of Japan.
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CHART N9. 29
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Chapter Vi
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.
We may now venture a summary and an out-look upon the
future.
The value of foreign trade increased from 20 million yen
in 1868, to 1100 million yen in 1912. The progress was made three
successive periods: the first, the period of internal adjustment
and preparation for future expansion, running from 1868 to 1893;
the second, the period of initiation in new undertakings which
covers the ten years following 1893; the third, which runs from 1903
to the present, the period of expansion.
The balance of trade during the last twenty years has been
decidedly " unfavorable "to Japan, the excess of imports over exports
in this period aggregating 800 million yen. But this"over-im-
portation" was due to internal improvements and capital investments
for the promotion of home industries. Hence it should not be
regarded as a bad omen for the national economic development.
The progress of Japanese foreign trade thus far has not been!
merely a phenomenal growth of temporary character. The expansion
is
-a natural result of the enterprising spirit, of the nation, shown
in the activities precding the adoption of the" close door" policy
in 1641. The fear of foreign invasion is the only excuse for the
seclusion which lasted about 200 years. During this period, the
spirit of adventure and enterprise was confined artificially with-
in the narrow limits of the islands. The spirit thus suppressed
by conventional laws and orders could not help but rush outward
when it was released in 1868, and quickly produced a wonderful
expansion of foreign trade and of general business activity in spite;
of the scantiness of natural resources.
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The development of the foreign trade is the outward expre-
ssion of the improved condition of the internal commerce and industry
Japan adopted the gold standard in 1R96: for more than fifteen years
she had been successfully operating her centralized system of bank-
ing; railway mileage increased from 2000 miles in 1093 to 6000 miles
in 1912; the vessel tonnage of Japan increased from 420,000 in 1893
to 2250,000 in 1912, rising from the eleventh place in 1904 to sixth
in 1908 among the world commercial sea powers. All sorts of help
to commercial and industrial interests has been offered by the
Japanase Government , and paternalism has been expanded almost to the
point of communism. The mint, the post, the telephone , the telegraph,
camphor , salt , tobacco and railways are monopolized by the government.
The government factories are engaging in the production of no less
than thirteen different kinds of goods. The Imperial Household
and the government owns more than one half of the total forest land
of Japan employing it commercially. The former shares also in the
financial , industrial , and shipping enterprises , while the government
dictates the financial policy of the banks of the nation, -aMmoney-
trust" , in the American sense,being unknown in Japan.
Under pressing necessity Japan began in 1898 to cast off
the last vestiges of national prejudice agaist foreign institutions,
and since then attempts have been made suo eeno fu-14-y by both the
government and Isy private financiers to invite foreign capital into
the country. Agriculture has been gradually recovering from the
it
blows incidentally brought upon -feb^m by the disadvantageous tariff,
the change in the standard of maney,and the scantiness of capital in
the country. The lack of raw materials is not so much a draw back
to the industrial development of Japan, so long as the working people
are aquiring skill and efficiency. The objectionable features of
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Japanese business ethics have not been inherent characteristics,
but products of the transitional period through which the nation
has been passing. Their business morality is rapidly improving and
foreign commerce is gradually changing from a passive to an active
stage,- more than one half of her imports and exports now being
carried by Japanese merchants.
Japanese exports jces consist of agricultural products , such
as silk, tea, etc. , manufactures of cotton, silk, straw braids ,matches
,
etc., and marine and mining products. Her imports are mainly raw
and manufactured cotton and wool .foodstuffs , metals and machinery.
The noteworthy characteristics of Japan's fexota trade are
her increasing purcheses of raw materials .machines and foodstuffs, I
on one hand, and her rapidly increasing exports of raw silk and
various manufactures on the other.
Japan buys annually 200 million yen's worth of machines
and manufactured goods from Europe and sells iwto Europe Japanese
/products to the amount of about lOOmillion yen. Silk, tea and other!
commodities are sold to America, to an annual amount of about 180
million yen, while Japan buys from the United States 130 million yen
of raw cotton, iron and steel
,
petroleum, etc . . The manufactures of
Japan find their market in the Oriental countries to the extent of
)
j220 million yen, and she takes from them 250 million yen of raw
cotton, foodstuffs, fertilizers , and other raw materials.
This summary of the preceeding discussion leads us to ventur^
a prediction concerning future expasion of Japanese commerce and
industry. If Japan is to continue to ^ntks^fthe progress, she must
have an increasing importation of raw materials .machinery and food-
stuffs, and a greater exportation of general manufactures , raw silk
and miscellaneous artistic goods. To fulfil this expectation, the
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development of the manufacturing industry at home, and the building
up mercantile marine are the two moat important requisits.
Japan is in possession of sufficient sources of motive
power in her coal fields and water falls to meet the need of a much
greater industrial development. Her leaders are of the opinion
that the nation still lacks skill to manipulate intricate machinery,
7
1
and to engineer great industrial enterprises. To overcome thfese
defects the government and the people are striving to the leftmost,
even to an extent that in some cases , threatens to IpG* deaden the
individual initiative of the younger generation. Efforts to hasten
progress must ofcourse be made but if the senior leaders of present
Japan apply the principle of paternalism too far they may encounter
the serious obstacle , which is likely to arrest or, at least, to hinder?
greatly the nation's future industrial and commercial progress.
Hence the government must keep a watch and preserve an unbiased
policy.
Being an island empire Japan is favored in building up a
greater and better commercial fleet, than she possesses at present.
In increasing her strength, the nation will derive an inestimable
stimulus from her geographical situation on the Pacific. Manila
may not be expected, under normal conditions , to develope into a
the
first class trading port; forAestablishment of factories of impor-
tance is far from practicable, owing to its torrid climate, and its
lack of a substantial hinterland. As an intermedially port for
China,Japan and Korea, its distance is too far, and fuel to# expensive
.
Nearness to Manchurian and Siberian markets may favor Dj^lney to a
certain extent, but so long as, Eastern Siberia and Norther Manchuria
1)" Industrial revolution if Japan" S.Okuma. North American , 1900
:
Y.Shibsawa,"Full Recognition of Japan" Page 320.
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remain more densely populated than Souther Manchuria , Dulneywill
remain a second class trading port. Although Hongkong may continue
to "be a chief entrepot for European trade, its situation upon an
isolated island does not allow its sphere of trade to extend beyond
the neighborhood of Canton. For this reason Hongkong is not suited!
j
to be a large mart for Pacific trade in the future. The situation
of Shanghai is better than Hongkong because of the Yangtze Valley,
but the shallowness of its harbor discounts its importance as an
intermediary port and probably it will not achieve any greater
importance than it has at present. Contrasted with these American
and Chinese ports , in Japan, ports with superior advantages , the cMef
j
among them is the port of Kobe which is deep, and is not only unique
jj
as a distributing center for China, Korea and the South Sea Islands,
but is also located in the neighborhood of Osaka, the manufacturing
2
and distributing center of Japan. as a commercial port, Kobe seems
to have greater future than any other point on the Eastern shores
of the Pacific.
The Japanese manufactures must make their way into the
Oriental market. The struggle on the part of Japan is to be a
desperate one, because of the already well established European trade!
relations in the East. The industrial nations of the West anti-
cipate that Japanese competition will be fierce. But the wants of I
!
Asia must grow in variety and intensity , and though the amount of
may
Japanese commerceAgrow annually, the workshops of Japan will never
900
iCbe able to supply the entire demand of -ff-ivo millions of people.
2) T.Nakahashi , the president of the Osaka Shosen Kwaisha,
j
Monthly Consular Report, Dec. 1905
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The international division of labor must play an important part
in the future commerce of the world. ^he J, apane secompetition
may perhaps check the relative retio of sales of European goods
in the East, but their sales will surely be increased in absolute
amount. The commercial nations of the West must admit the claim
of Japan, on the markets of Asia, so far as Japan's advantages in
proximity and in the similarity of race and customa are concerned.
The invasion of Japanese manufactures into the Western
markets is too remote a provability to necessitate any discussion
here. But there seems little doubt that commercial struggle
of the coming generations will be on the Pacific. To taVe an
active part in this syjagafm-.TrP trade, the younger Japan must
qualify themselves to succeed' the elders of the commercial and
industrial Japan.
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DIAGRAM No. 3
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APPENDIX. A.
A Partial Explanation of the Theory of the Balance
of Trade.
The fundamental consideration in relation to the dis-
cussion of balance of trade ia the amount of trade between nations
having the same metalic standard and that of those countries having
different metallic standards. The diagrams here presented , may
he of assistance in this respect.
In figure No. 1 7 - the circles A. and A' represent two c
countries having the same standard of money, for example , silver
.
The line X.Y. shows the amouiht of trade when the value of silver
is at a certain figure. The square B C D E designates the volume
of trade under the assumed conditions. Now suppose there is a
fall in the value of silver; the line X N may represents this fall-
ing value of silver, and the line X P the rising price of commo-
dities. When the value of silver is afcxaxEERfcain falling and the
value of goods is rising, other facters remain same, the fall of the
value of silver mustbe proportional to the rise of price of commo-
dities. Hence the value of foreign trade would increase greatly
as is indicated by the dotted line 0', while volume of trade
remains same, as indicated by the square D'E' B C. For the in-
crease in the amount of trade is not due to the increase in volume
but rather to the advance in the price of commodities .resulting
from the decline in the value of silver. One must keep in mind
that under these circumstances , an actual decrease of trade in units
may not show in the amount of trade when expressed in terms of
money values, but that it may even appear as an increase.
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This theory is also holds true, though inversely , inthe case of an
advance in the value of silver or gold.
In figure No. 2,- th« countries A. and B. each has
different standards of money, for example
,
gold , and silver. The
line X Y designates the amount of trade when the ratio of gold and
silver is equal. The rectangle ABC D, shows the volume of trade
under the conditions assumed. Now suppose that silver declines
in value as compared with gold. The line X M shows the decline
of silver in relation to gold, while the line Y M 1 the corresponding
rise of gold in relation to silver. The line Y A' shows the rise
of value of the goods imported into the country having silver
standard. The line X D • shows the decline of value of the goods
exported from the 3ilver standard country into gold standard land.
These two changes in the value of imported and exported commodities
must be the same in degree when other factors remain same. *f
the above supposition is true, then the line X'Y 1 must be equal to
the line X Y, since the degree of rising value of importation would
be equal to the falling value of exportation, the total amount of
transaction remaining unchanged. Hence it necessarily follows
that the volume of trade shown by A B C D must be equal to the
rectangle A'B'C'D 1 . Under these circumstances , a silver standard
nation must put a strenuous effort in producing and marketing
commodities in order to keep up the balance of trade i&itz expre-
ssed in terms of money, in its favor where as if it had the gold
standard , such efforts could be diverted into other lines for the
benefit of the nation.
The foreign trade of Japan with silver countries, up to
1B95 shows a nearly equal balance in many instances , and what
differences of balance existedduring this perio^d were due to the
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trade with gold standard countries. Therefore , in discussing the
balance of trade of Japan the principle brought out by the second
diagram must be consulted.



